


Stellingen behorend bij het proefschiift:

Solar Eclipse Observations and Ba II Line Formation

1. Modelberekeningen aan de verstrooiing van radiostraling in de korona zijn

van nut bij de interpretatie van pos itiemetingen van radiobronnen op de zon.

| A.D. Fokker and R.J. Rutten, Bull. Astr. Inst. Netherlands JJ9, 254, 1967.

2. De lage chromosfeer toont geen systematisch temperatuurverschil tussen de

polen en de equator van de zon. Dit is van belang bij de interpretatie van

metingen die de algemene relativiteitstheorie toetsen, en als randvoorwaarde

voor theorieën over de differentiële rotatie van de zon.

R.J. Rutten, Solar Phys. 2i_, 347, 1973.

3. Mikrodensitometrie van spektrogrammen met een positienauwkeurigheid van 1 lira

vereist geenszins dat de spektrogrammen met die (dure) precisie bewogen wor-

' den.

'. R.J. Rutten and H.J. van Amerongen, in C. de Jager and H. Nieuwenhuijzen
! (eds.), Image Processing Techniques in Astronomy, D. Reidel, Dordrecht,
• 1975.

4. Programmeerbare beweging van spektrogrammen in stappen van enige urn kan van
i

nut zijn bij de automatisering van het doormeten,

: R.J. Rutten and G.P. van Gelder, ibid.

5. De in de stellaire spektroskopie ingevoerde grootheden mikro- en makroturbu-

lentie beschrijven naast werkelijke turbulentie ook al wat afwijkt van een

ideale homogene-lagen atmosfeer. Verbetering van deze grove beschrijving is

gewenst, en deze moet worden geijkt aan de zon. Ontvouwen v,<tn nauwkeurige

profielen van zwakke Fraunhoferlijnen met berekende onversmeerde profielen

vormt een goede methode1. De door Smith et al. gegeven toepassing op sterke-

re lijnen2 is echter aanvechtbaar.

: ' R.J. Rutten, P. Hoyng, C. de Jager, Solar Phys. J3I3, 321, 1974.
2 M.A. Smith, J.C. Evans, L.K. Testerman. Astrophys. J., in press.

| 6. De zwakste lijnen in het zrr.r.c-c pekt rum tonen uiteenlopende asymmetrieën,

5 veelal in strijd met de gangbare beschrijving vp.n hun vorming. Waarnemingen

| van deze lijntjes met hoge ruimtelijke oplossing leveren fysische kennis van

£ individuele strukturen op de zon. Wel dient met drukverschuiving rekening te

f worden gehouden

|j B.A.rvpTOBeHHO, C. de Jager, A. Lindenbergh, R.J. Rutten, in R. Cayrel
f (ed.), International Colloquium on Physics of Motions in Stellar Atmo-
f. spherec, in press.
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7. De metingen van de afplatting van de zon door Dicke c.s. en door Hill e.s.

zullen geen doorslaggevende rol meer spelen in de keuze tuscen diverse gra-

vitatietheorieën. Maar wel moeten ze worden verklaard - en liefst gedupli-

ceerd.

o.a.: R.J. Kutten, Zenit \_, nr. 11, 7, 1974.

8. ilechts de bouw van meerdere detectoren voor zonne-neutrino's van verschil-

lende energie kan verbetering brengen, kwalitatief en kwantitatief, in du

verhouding:

gemiste neutrino-vangsten

artikelen over de ontbrekende neutrino's

o.a.: R.J. Kutten, Natuur en Techniek S_, 427, 1972.

9. De pulsars vormen de interessantste sterrekundige ontdekking van de laatste

jaren. Toch is het jammer dat zij stervende sterren bleken - en geen LGM1.

o.a.: R.J. Rutten, Natuurkundige Voordrachten Kon. Mij. voor Natuur-
kunde 'Diligentia', 5_2, 135, 1974.
1 Little Green Men.

lü. Met het goedkoop en veelzijdig worden van minicomputers met schijfgeheu-

gens vermindert het nut van centralisatie van het universitaire rekentuig.

Onderwijs in computergebruik kan goedkoper en efficiënter binr.en de (sub-)

faculteiten geschieden, evenals het geautomatiseerd administreren van de

(sub-)faculteiten. Daarentegen is Landelijke centralisatie dringend gewenst

voor het wetenschappelijk 'getalkraken', en ook nuttig voor de universitai-

re administraties.

R.J. Kutten, nota voor 'Keuzegroep opvolging GYBE!'.', dd. 25-7-1975.

11. Niet alleen voor de sterrekundigen is het jammer als er geen sterrewacht in

Fort Rhijnauwen komt. Landschappelijk zal een sterrewacht nabij het Fort

meer storen dan er in; voor flora en fauna in het Fort zijn de voorgenomen

openstelling voor recreatie, vestiging van een museum en restauratie van de

overgroeide fortificaties veel gevaarlijker dan een - 2% van het oppervlak

beslaande - sterrc.'3cht, die terwille van de waarnemingscondities behoud

van de rust vereist. De recente verjaging van overwinterende vleermuizen

uit het Keduit ten behoeve van het metselwerk en de sterke achteruitgang

van de vogelstand van Amelisweerd zijn tekens aan de wand.

C. de Jager en R.J. Ruttan, Compendium Stewewacht - Fort Rhijnauwen,
dd. 21-1-1976.



Toevalligerwijs zien mensenogen de zon in zijn kleinste gedaante, en soms

kleiner dan de maan. Bij tijd en wijle is daarvan een dissertatie het ge-

volg.

Dit proefschrift.
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SAMENVATTING

De zon is de enige ster die voldoende dichtbij staat voor gedetailleerd

onderzoek, en vormt daarom een Steen van Rosetta in de astrofysica: een sleutel

tot het ontcijferen van hoe en waarom van sterren en andere objekten in het

'̂ heelal. Het is de enige ster die zich laat bestuderen in alle domeinen van het

elektromagnetisch spektrum met hoge oplossing in ruimte en tijd, en in golf-

lengte en polarisatierichting.

We kunnen van de zon slechts de buitenkant waarnemen1; dat is echter nau-

welijks een beperking omdat de buitenkant zo interessant is2. De overgang van

sterinwendige naar interstellaire ruimte is geen glad verlopende zaak maar gaat

gepaard met een veelvoud van strukturen op allerlei schaal en van heftige, soms

spektakulaire processen: vlekken en vlammen, granulen en spikulen, schokken er.

golven, gaten en stormen, etc. Aan deze barokke rijkdom van verschijnselen ligt

steeds d" aanpassing van ster aan lege ruimte ten grondslag; de gedetailleerde

beschrijving vereist naast nauwkeurige waarnemingen een omvangrijk fysisci ap-

paraat - stralingstransport-theorie, atoomfysica, gasdynamica, magnetohydrody-

namica, plasmafysica -, zozeer zelfs dat zonnefy.sica soms te moeilijk wordt ge-

vonden om interessant te zijn. Eonnefysica bedrijven is pionierswerk dat, naast

de verklaring van de waargenomen (vaak totaal onverwachte) verschijnselen en de

ijl.lng van methodieken voor toepassing op andere sterren, vooral nuttig is in

het vernieuwen van astrofysische inzichten. De atmosfeer van de zon vormt het

best geoutilleerde laboratorium waar niet de bekrompen aardse omstandigheden

[ heersen, maar dimensies, dichtheden, temperaturen en magneetvelden die elders

in het heelal gemeengoed zijn.

De diversiteit van de verschijnselen weerspiegelt zich in de diversiteit

van de onderzoekers. Lieden die de buitenkant van de zon bestuderen kan men

*. globaal in ririe kategorieën verdelen. De eerste groep definieert de buitenkant

; van de zon als de laag waar het stralingsveld ontkoppelt van de plaatselijke

; materie; de tweede groep kenmerkt de buitenkant als de laag waar de magnetische

• druk veelal belangrijker wordt dan de gasdruk, en de derde groep definieert de

'. buitenkant als de laag waar verlies van mechanische energie aan de ruimte zich

f begint te manifesteren. ledere groep heeft zijn eigen jargon, methoden en pro-

• feten.

J:. Deze inleiding dient om aan te geven dat dit proefschrift maar een heel

|" klein stukje is in een heel groot geheel, en om de resultaten in dat geheel te

ij- plaatsen. Het hier beschreven onderzoek valt onder de eerste katagorie: het
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thema is de ontkoppeling van stralingsveld en materie in de atmosfeer van de

zon, en wel de manier waarop dat precies binnen een spektraallijn geschiedt.

Het onderzoek heeft Steen-van-Rosetta-achtig karakter: het geeft een empirische

verfijning van de spektroskopische methodiek welke wordt aangewend als diagnos-

tisch middel in het astrofysisch onderzoek van steratmosferen.

Die proefschrift gaat voorbij aan de zojuist geschetste rijkdom aan struk-

turen in de zonneatmosfeer. De gebruikte waarnemingen hebben maximale spektrale

resolutie, verkregen ten koste van oplossing in ruimte en tijd. Ze geven een

gemiddelde van de roerige zonneatmosfeer; de analyse ervan levert dan ook een

beschrijving van gemiddelde omstandigheden, met enigszins ruwe parameters die

de middelbare invloed van de fluktuaties beschrijven (mikro- en makroturbulen-

tie, cf. stelling 5 ) . Deze aanpak is vooralsnog gebruikelijk in de spektrosko-

pie van de zon en noodzakelijk in het onderzoek van andere sterren, waarin goe-

de spektrale oplossing de enig haalbare resolutie vormt. Het grote verschil

tussen solaire en stellaire spektroskopie is dat hoge spektrale resolutie bij

de zon verkregen kan worden voor kleine gedeelten van het oppervlak, zodat het

gedetailleerüe gedrag van spektraallijnen bestudeerd kan worden van zonsmidden

naar zonsrand. Het midden-rand verloop van lijnprofielen is van oudsher een van

de belangrijkste observationele grondslagen van de spektroskopie van de zon,

omdat het de hoogteafhankelijkheid van de processen van lijnvorming toont.

Daarnaast toont het echter ook de hoekafhankelijkheid van de fluktuaties, welke

niet isotroop zijn; scheiding van beide effekten is veelal moeilijk.

In dit proefschrift wordt voor het eerst het midden-rand verloop van een

lijnprofiel onderzocht met inbegrip van de uiterste rand van de zonneschijf.

Waarnemingen van de rand werden verkregen door de Utrechtse expeditie naar de

totale zonsverduistering van 7 maart 1970; ze worden beschreven in de hoofd-

stukken I en II. Het zijn de eerste eclipswaarnemingen met voldoende spektrale

resolutie om zo'n analyse mogelijk te maken. Het voordeel van lijnprofielen van

de rand (de laatste 0.3Z van de straal van de zonneschijf) is dat daar de toe-

name in hoogte van voraiing van de spektraallijnen uitzonderlijk groot is ter-

wijl de hoek tussen gezichtslijn en zonsoppervlak nauwelijks verandert. De

hoogteafhankelijkheid in de processen die de lijnvorming bepalen komt daardoor

duidelijker naar voren.

Naast dit voordeel bieden nieuwe waarnemingen en een nieuwe aanpak altijd

de kans dat iets onverwachts wordt gevonden. Dat is ook hier het geval. De on-

derzochte spektraallijn (Ba II A 4554.0) toont lijnvleugels in emissie ver bin-

nen de zonsrand. In tegenstelling tot de oorspronkelijke verwachting kan dit

feit slechts worden verklaard door de gangbare theorie van lijnvonning tamelijk
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drastisch te wijzigen. Het komt er op neer dat het stralingsveld op verschil-

lende golflengten in het lijnprofiel niet op dezelfde hoogte in de atmosfeer

ontkoppelt van de materie, zoals doorgaans wordt aangenomen, maar eerder naar-

mate de afstand tot het lijncentrum toeneemt: de buitenkant van de zon wordt in

verschillende delen van het lijnprofiel op verschillende hoogtes 'gevoeld'.

Voor de onderzochte spektraallijn levert deze verandering in beschrijving

aanzienlijke verschillen; diagnostisch gebruik van de oude beschrijving geeft

fouten, bijvoorbeeld in de bepaling van de hoeveelheid barium in du zon (de ge-

vonden barium abondantie is dan ook groter dan eerdere bepalingen; de waarde is

van belang in verband met theorieën over het ontstaan van de zware elementen).

De golflengteafhankelijkheid van de lokatie van de 'buitenkant' van ie zon

binnen het profiel van een 'gewone' lijn als Ba II X 4554 vormt het belangrijk-

ste resultaat van dit proefschrift; daarnaast worden een aantal ^bservationele

indikaties gegeven dat een verrassend grote klasse van spektraallijnen een

soortgelijk gedrag vertoont. Diagnostisch gebruik van dergelijke lijnen als fy-

sische meetinstrumenten in de atmosferen van zon en sterren wordt er door ver-

rijkt omdat dit type lijnen bijzonder gevoelig blijkt te zijn voor systemati-

sche bewegingen in de lagen waarin ze worden gevormd. De hier onderzochte bari-

um lijn en ook andere spektraallijnen tonen gedrag dat op een bijdrage door

expanderende bewegingen wijst.

Een meer gedetailleerde samenvatting, voor astronomen, volgt hieronder.

De hoofdstukken I en II geven technische informatie over de eclipswaarne-

mingen en de reductiemethoden, en zij behoeven geen verdere uitleg. Ik beperk

me hier tot de hoofdzaken van de analyse in het derde hoofdstuk. Drie facetten

ervan verdienen kommentaar: de keuze van de spaktraallijn, de gevolgde methode

en de resultaten.

Het spektrum van éénmaal geioniseerd barium is ten onrechte verwaar-

loosd in de zonnespektroskopie. Het is analoog aan Ca II, waarvan de K-lijn

(analoog aan Ba II A 4554, maar véél sterker) de meest beschreven spektraal-

lijn in de astrofysica vormt. Samen zijn deze elementen de enige met eenvoudig

waarneembare resonantielijnen van de in de zonneatmosfeer dominante ionisatie-

trap. Barium biedt bijzondere diagnostische waarde door zijn grote atoomge-

wicht, resulterend in een kleine thermische Dopplerbreedte en derhalve grote

gevoeligheid voor turbulentie, systematische bewegingen, botsingsdemping en

(zoals hier blijkt) effekten van koherente verstrooiing in de lijnvleugels.
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De gevolgde methode, aangepast aan de Utrechtse rekenfaciliteiten, is erg

algemeen en direkt gebaseerd op de waarnemingen. Doorgaans wordt er in de

scellaire spektroskopie tussen twee uitersten gekozen waarin de bronfunktie a

priori wordt vastgelegd: hetzij door de aanname van LTE, hetzij door expliciete

oplossing van de statistisch-evenwichts vergelijkingen voor een model atoom. In

beide uitersten loopt men het risico variabelen te verdonkeremanen; de hier

toegepaste algemene methode van empirische spektrum-synthese kan daarentegen

mank gaan aan een teveel aan variabelen. Hun aantal is voor de andere methoden

weliswaar niet wezenlijk minder, maar het probleem van uniciteit dat zij teza-

men geven is vooral evident in een aanpak waarin geen onbekenden verstopt zijn

in fysische vóóronderstellingen.

De overmaat aan variabelen is een bekend probleem in de interpretatie van

lijnprofielen. Kort samengevat doen mee: het atmosfeermodel (chemische samen-

stelling, temperatuur en druk als funktie van de hoogte1* , de hoogte— en hoek-

afhankelijke parameters die het snelheidsveld en de inhomogeniteiten meten, de

abondantie van het betreffende element (bij barium meerdere isotopen), vervol-

gens per deelnemend nivoo overgangswaarschijnlijkheden, eventuele isotoopver-

schuivingen en hyperfijnstruktuur-konstanten, de diverse hoogteafhankelijke

dempingskonstanten en tenslotte de hoogteafhankelijke coëfficiënten die de

werkelijke nivoo-bezettingen meten. Scheiding van de effekten van verschillen-

de variabelen aar. de hand van waargenomen lijnprofielen is vaak moeilijk;

slechts voldoende observationele randvoorwaarden staan dan een éénduidige op-

lossing toe. Kombinatie van het gedetailleerde midden-rand verloop met materi-

aal van de uiterste rand binnen één analyse is daarom van belang.

Ik vat de resultaten hier samen doot" globaal het verloop van de lijn—

bronfunktie van Ba II \ 4554 te bespreken, met als tegenhanger de Ca II K lijn.

Discussie in termen van bronfunkties is voor deze spektraallijnen toegestaan

omdat het ionisatie-evenwicht geen rol van betekenis speelt en daarom afwij-

kingen in de bezetting van het grondnivoo evenmin.

Een LTE analyse van de Ba II lijnen voor het zonsmidden is recent gegeven

door Holweger en Mülier, en deze vormt op dit moment het meest uitgesproken

voorbeeld van de klassieke LTE school. De bronfunktie wordt gespecificeerd

door een gemoderniseerd Holweger-model:



Uitbreiding van hun beschrijving tot het midden-rand verloop toont toenemende

diskrepantie met de waarnemingen; erger is dat het model de temperatuurstijging

in de chromosfeer volkomen negeert. Wordt die meegenomen dan is een NLTE lijn-

bronfunktie noodzakelijk om emissiekernen in de X 4554 lijn te vermijden: met

zo'n bronfunktie kunnen de profielen van X 4554 over de schijf uitstekend wor-

den gereproduceerd.

Voorheen zou de analyse op dit punt zijn voltooid met een diskussie van de aan-

gepaste paranieters. De uitbreiding met het eclipsmateriaai levert echter het

onverwachte resultaat dat zo'n bronfunktie de waarnemingen niet kan verklaren.

De emissievleugels die \ 4554 nabij de zonsrand toont blijken niet door

strooilicht veroorzaakt te zijn, en vereisen derhalve dat de lijnbronfunktie

lokaal boven de kontinuumbronfunktie stijgt.



Mogelijkheden zijn, schematisch:

krm.
[Ah

Voor dergelijke bronf-ïnkties stuit men echter op onoverkomelijke moeilijkheden

met de kern van de X £554 lijn en de profielen van andere Ba II lijnen over üe

schijf. In een uitvoerige trial-and-error procedure3 bleek dat géén golflengte-

onafhankelijke bronfunktie de waarnemingen kan reproduceren, ^oor wat voor

waarden van alle overige parameters dan ook. Blijkbaar zijn effekten van kohe-

rente verstrooiing in de vleugels merkbaar, en mag komplete redistributie (CRD)

niet worden aangenomen. Dat is niet onredelijk, maar wel onverwacht.

Een nieuwe aanpassings-procedure met een golflengte-afhankelijke bron-

funktie, gebaseerd op partiële redistributie (PRD) in de vleugels, leverde het

volgende resultaat, waarmee alle waarnemingen goed te reproduceren én goed te

begrijpen zijn:

bron -

De lijnkern, waarin volledige redistributie optreedt binnen 3 a 4 Doppler

breedtes, heeft een bronfunktie die ongeveer op de diepte van het temperatuur-

minimum thermaliseert. In de vleugels, waar koherente verstrooiing meedoet,

vindt de thermalisatie op grotere diepte plaats omdat de in de vleugels kohe-
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rent verstrooide fotonen makkelijker ontsnappen dan de fotonen in de lijnkern.

Boven de golflengte-afhankelijke thermalisatiediepte tonen alle lijnbronfunk-

ties een langzame afname, die - in overeenstemming met het resonantiekarakter

van de lijn - voornamelijk Hr>cr het stralingsveld in de l^jn wordt geregeerd.

De belangrijkste parameter is de thermalisatiediepte: de plaats van de 'buiten-

kant' van de zon gezien door de spektraallijn.

Deze beschrijving van de vorming van de \ 4554 lijn verschilt niet alleen

sterk van de LTE beschrijving door Holweger en Muller maar ook van de gebruike-

lijke NLTE-CRD beschrijving waarin de lijnfotonen één ensemble vormen en de he-

le lijn door één thermalisatiediepte wordt gekenmerkt. De waarneembare ver-

schillen manifesteren zich pas in extreme mate aan de uiterste rand van de zon-

neschijf, omdat daar de vleugels worden gevormd in hogori lagen waarin bot-

singsdemping onbelangrijk wordt en de minima van elektronentemperatuur en

mikroturbulentie samen voor een kleine Dopplerbreedte zorgen. In het normale

midden-rand verloop zijn de waarneembare verschillen tussen CRD- en PRD-bereke-

ningen geringer, en te klein om op grond daarvan de hele beschrijving van de

lijnvorming om te gooien. Wel blijken ze zo groot te zijn dat de aanname van

CRD tot onjuiste resultaten leidt, in het bijzonder voor de barium abondantie

en de mikroturbulentie.

Blijkbaar moet men met bepaalde lijnen oppassen. In het algemeen mag men

afwijkingen van CRD verwachten in lijnen met een scherp ondernivoo met foto-

excitatie als dominant excitatiemechanisme, die zo sterk zijn dat scralings-

demping in delen van oe vleugels botsingsdemping overtreft. Resonantielijnen

van éénmaal geïoniseerde metalen komen vooral in aanmerking, maar ook sterke

ionlijnen met een metastabiel ondernivoo. Zowel voor Ba II als voor andere

spektra (Ti II, Fe II) zijn er aanwijzingen dat zulke normale, veelvuldig

voorkomende lijnen gevolgen van koherente verstrooiing tonen - die wellicht

bovendien aanleiding geven tot onverwachte afwijkingen van LTE in andere

zwakkere lijnen, met dezelfde bovennivoo's. Tezamen verklaren deze afwijkingen

van CRD en van LTE het tot dusver onhegrepen gedrag van de lijnen van metaal-

ionen nabij de zonsrand.

De resultaten voor Ba II stemmen goed overeen met de recente PRD-analyses

van de Ca II K resonantielijn (Vardavas en Cram; Shine, Milkey en Mihalas). De

H en K lijnen van Ca II zijn de sterkste lijnen in het optische zonnespektrum,

en de enige die een van een gladde kuilvorm verschillend profiel tonen: de

emissiepiekjes in de gemiddelde profielen van de K lijn vormen in het zonne-

onderzoek de meest geanalyseerde spektrale details. Hun bestaan gaf aanleiding

tot veel NLTE theorie, maar valt pas met de introduktie van PRD goed te be-
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grijpen, in het bijzonder wat betreft het waargenomen midden-rand verloop:

s,--

Co. I K PRIS

i--\

Onmk-

.¥:

De K dalen bevinden zich buiten de Doppler-geredistribueerde K , lijnkern, en

hebben han eigen bronfunktie. Precies als bij Ba II A 4554 is de thermalisatie-

diepte de belangrijkste parameter; de abondantie van calcium is zoveel groter

en het stralingsveld in de lijn zoveel zwakker dat de Üjnkern-bronfunktie nu

al boven het temperatuur-minimutn thermaliseert. De K dalen zijn dus qua vorming

te vergelijken met de emissievleugels van A 4554, terwijl de K„ pieken ontstaan

door het al hoog aanvangende LTE karakter van de lijnkern. De grote gevoeligheid

van de PRD-bronfutictie voor de grootte van de Dopplerbreedte draagt waarschijn-

lijk veel bij tot het sterk verhoogde kontrast van strukturen in de

K-lijn.

De befaamde asymmetrie in de gemiddelde K. pieken (ook te zien in de analo-

ge ultraviolette Mg II resonantielijnen van de zon) lijkt zich ook in A 4554 te

manifesteren, als een extra verdieping van de blauwe vleugel op de schijf en een

hogere blauwe emissiepiek aan de rand. Ook in de verklaring van deze asymmetrie

lijkt de aanwezigheid van koherente verstrooiing essentieel te zijn; de asymme-

trie kan een belangrijke graadmeter worden voor de aanwezigheid van expanderen-

de bewegingen in ster-atmosferen.

Tenslotte: het hier beschreven onderzoek heeft het karakter van een ver-

kenning, en het levert daarom suggesties voor verdere analyses. Ik noem:

- berekeningen met statistisch evenwicht voor Ba II, met PRD, volgens de recent

door Milkey, Shine en Mihalas geïntroduceerde techniek;

- onderzoek aan andere PRD-kandidaten, gebruikmakend van het Utrechtse eclips-

materiaal, en als tegenstelling ook aan Cc LTE lijn Mg I A 4571 waarvan in

artikel II eveneens profielen aan de uiterste zonsrand worden gegeven;

- verdere analyse van de PRD-versterkte blauwe inzinking in Ba II A 4554 in het

zonnespektrum en in enkele lijnen van \ CrB, samen met de soortgelijke asymme-
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trie in de resonantielijnen van Ca II en Mg II, in het kader van het Wilson-

Bappu effekt; daarnaast onderzoek aan strukturen op de zon in deze blauwe

vleugel, omdat evenals voor de resonantielijnen van Ca II en Mg II op grond

van de PRD-effekten een sterk verhoogde zichtbaarheid van strukturen verwacht

mag worden;

- onderzoek aan de hier gevonden anisotropie van de mikroturbulentie in de

chromosfeer en de mechanische flux ter plaatse.

1 Afgezien van de neutrino's die uit het inwendige van de zon (zouden) moeten

ontsnappen - cf. stelling 8.

2 De diepste roerselen van de zon zijn natuurlijk óók interessant; gelukkig

manifesteren zij zich aan de waarneembare buitenkant in de vorm van pulsaties

en oscillaties.

3 Gemeten in de verhouding: (sekonden rekentijd)/(sekonden waarnemingstijd)

kostte de interpretatie van de gedurende luttele sekonden waargenomen emis-

sievleugels van Ba II X 4554 maar liefst * 105 .
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' REPORT OF THE DUTCH EXPEDITION TO THE 1970 MARCH 7 SOLAR ECLIPSE

BY

J. HOUTGAST, 0. NAMBA AND R.J. RUTTEN

SUMMARY

The total solar eclipse of March 7, 1970 was observed from Miahuatlan,

Mexico. Spectrograms of the extreme limb of the sun were obtained. They cover

the wavelength range 4545 - 4579 A at a dispersion of 1.7 mm/A. This spectral

region contains the intercombinution line of Mg I at 4571 A and the resonance

line of Ba II at 4554 A.

A slit-spectrograph was us^d to ensure high spectral resolution in order

to obtain line profiles. The position of the slit on the solar image was

accurately monitored.

In this paper we describe the instrumentation, the observational program

and the eclipse spectrograms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Throughout the last few decades, the analysis of temporally and spatially

averaged profiles of Fraunhofer lines has remained an important diagnostic in

the study of the solar photosphere. The changes of the averaged profiles from

the centre to the limb of the disk have been used to derive the mean vertical

temperature and density structure of the solar atmosphere, the depth- and angle-

dependent velocity field, the excitation and ionization rates and the solar

abundances, and also to refine the spectroscopie method itself.

However, the changes in line profiles over the disk are small. The

information of the centre-to-limb data lies mainly in the shift of the atmo-

spheric level from which the lines originate. This shift is usually much smaller

than the width of the contribution function to the line absorption, so that no

drastic changes take place. It is difficult therefore to separate the many para-

meters and processes that are involved in line formation.

The situation is quite different at the extreme limb where the changes in

line shape are both very pronounced and very dependent on details in the line

formation. WIJBENGA and ZWAAN (1972) have predicted line profiles for the limb

region where the tangential opacity changes from thick to thin, first in the

continuum and then in the lines. They have demonstrated how important the line

profiles from the limb are in the determination of NLTE level populations

throughout the photosphere and the low chromosphere.

Unfortunately, observations of line profiles from the extreme limb are

practically absent. They must be obtained at solar eclipses to obtain sufficient

spatial precision: the geometry of eclipse observations is completely determined

by the relative positions of the sun and moon. Stray light from the disk is

absent. Rapid registration guarantees a far better height resolution than is

obtainable otherwise.

At an eclipse, however, it is difficult to acquire sufficient spectral

purity for the accurate measurement of line profiles. Since the large spectral

changes take place in only a few seconds, it is impossible to obtain the high

precision that is attained on the disk by time-averaging photoelectric scans

made with double-pass spectrometers that measure one spectral element at a time.

But the changes in the profiles are so large that a somewhat lower precision is

tolerable.

The need for observations of line profiles from the outermost limb has long

been recognized. The Utrecht Observatory has undertaken a series of eclipse

expeditions with the goal of obtaining high-quality limb spectra. They were



characterized by a steady increase in sophistication of the instruments used.

The total solar eclipse of March 7, 1970, observable from Mexico and the

Atlantic coast of the U.S.A., oftered an excellent opportunity for a new effort.

It is this eclipse expedition that is reported in this paper.

In the following section we shall discuss the observing program. In section

3 the eclipse parameters are given. In section 4 the instrumentation is de-

scribed. The eclipse observations and the calibrations are reported in sections

5 and 6. A brief description of the results is given in section 7. Preliminary

results have also been published elsewhere (HOUTGAST et al., 1970, 1971). The

detailed reduction of part of the material will be treated separately (RUTTP.N,

1976).

2. OBSERVING PROGRAM

The approach chosen for the Mexico expedition was to ensure high spectral

resolution by the application of a slit—spectrograph with high dispersion at the

cost of spectral range and time resolution. Two wavelength regions were selected

for the observations.

The first region 4545 - 4579 A was selected for photographic registration

with a 70-mm camera. This region was chosen because it contains the lines of

Mg I at 4571.1 A (3]S0 - 3
3P°!) and Ba II at 4554.0 A <6 2S ] / 2 - 6

2P°3/2). The

Mg I line is a good gauge of the electron temperature because it is due to a

forbidden transition that is purely collision-dominated (cf. ATHAY and CANFIELD,

1969). The Ba II line is a resonance line similar to the Ca II K line; since

barium is less abundant and far heavier than calcium, this line forms an atmo-

spheric probe in deeper layers that is especially sensitive to broadening by

non-the rma1 mo t ions.

The second region 5160 - 5190 A was selected for photoelectric observations

using an Hadamard transform multiplexing mask to store the spectrum on magnetic

> tape. This region contains the strong Mg I b triplet lines (33P° „ - 43Sj).

Since they are connected through the 33P°i level with the intercombination line,

•; the combined observation of both spectral regions is of particular value for the

f
| analysis of the Mg I spectrum in the sun. This experiment was developed by

S Th. de Graauw and B.P.Th. Veltman, following a suggestion by T. de Groot and

* H. Nieuwenhuijzen. Since a detailed technical description has been pub'• ..hed (DE

|' GRAAUW and VELTMAN, 1970), it will not be discussed further here.

- 5 -
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3. OBSERVING SITE AND ECLIPSE DATA

The expedition party consisted of: H.J. van Amerongen (electronics),

J.W. van den Broek (mechanics), Th. de Graauw (photoelectric registration),

J. Houtgast (expedition leader), 0. Namba (spectrograph design and slit-jaw

camera) and R.J. Rutten (photographic registration), all of "Sonnenborgh"

Observatory.

Following the advice furnished by the Royal Netherlands Meteorological

Institute and the Solar Eclipse 1970 Bulletins that were published by the U.S.

National Science Foundation, we selected the town Miahuatlan in the state

Oaxaca near the Isthmus of Tehuantepec as the site of our observations.

The expedition team arrived there in the beginning of February, 1970; a

suitable location was found in a private garden on the main street cf Miahuat-

lan; water, power and a Large barn were available.

The site was about 18 km from the central line of totality. The coordin-

ates of the site, communicated by Dr. Mendez of the National University of

Mexico, and the eclipse parameters are given in Table 1. The latter were

calculated beforehand in the usual way from the Besselian elements published in

the American Ephemeris (RuTTEN, 1969a). The definite prediction was iound in

Miahuatlan from the differential formulae, taking AT = 39.0 seconds.

The topocentric lunar librations were computed for this site; these were

entered in the contour maps published by WATTS (1963) to obtain the lunar limb

profile shown in Figure 1 (RUTTEN, 1969b).

4. INSTRUMENTATION

The most important characteristic of our observations is that a flit was

used. Despite the often expressed plea for slit observations of the 'limb no

slit spectra at all have been published since the observations obtained by

Redman in 1940 and 1952; indeed these have been the only observations reported

in which a slit was used to guarantee high spectral resolution (REDMAN,, 1943,

1955).

The absence of slit spectra is caused by the great difficulties that the

use of a slit imposes compared with slitless observations. Spatial information

along the crescent is limited. The photospheric heights to which the spectro-

grams refer must be recorded accurately: a slit-monitoring device is essential

- 7 -
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(c£. UNSOLD, 1955, p. 624). Moreover, the us^ of a slit is dangerous since it

may be covered by the moon. Precise guiding of the image with fine setting

controls is essential. We decided to observe second contact with a tangentially

placed slit and third contact without slit, because accurate positioning of the

image is almost impossible at third contact: the image must be moved across the

diameter of the invisible solar disk.

The advantage of a slit is, firstly, that the spectral resolution is not

influenced by focus and guiding of the image and by seeing. Secondly, the

observations can be started well within the limb to obtain a homogeneous series

of limb and disk spectra. Finally, cht use of a slit allows the measurement of

the instrumental profile.

The telescope part of our instrument consisted of a single-mirror

coelostat of 30 cm diameter and a Steinheil doublet (diameter 25 cm, focal

length 340 cm) that projected a 32-mm solar image on the spectrograph slit

(Figure 3a).

The orientation of the solar image at the eclipse was such that a nearly

vertical slit was tangential tc lUc limb near the second contact point, where a

suitable lunar valley happened to be situated (Figure 1). For the slitless

observations at third contact the large valley around position angle 210 was

selected. During totality the slit had to be replaced with a 6-mm wide fan-

shaped slot (Figure 1) that admitted the limb position angle 150 to 240° to

the spectrograph. The translation of the image from the one limb to the other

was performed by moving the objective lens in its own plane; the lens was

mounted, with its motor-driven focussing screw, on a sledge tilted at an

inclination of 14 .

Various slits with reflecting jaws were available. They were made by

aluminizing 50 x 50 mm quartz plates. A thin wire, stretched over each plate,

left an uncoated line that served as slit. At the eclipse a 12-pm wide slit was

used that transmitted 0V72 x 6!8 of the solar image.

The slit plate reflected the solar image towards a doublet (4 cm diameter,

20 cm focal length) that re-imaged the sun on the film plane jf a 35-mm cine-

camera (Figures 2 and 3b). In front of the lens a series of neutral density

filters was mounted together with an interference filter with a 410-A passband

arouud 4810 A. The slit-jaw camera ran on 60-meter Eastman Kodak Plus X cine-

film. A beam-splitter diverted two-thirds of the light !T on eyepiece, used by

an observer to control the position of the solar image on the slit. The coarse

guiding '.-.as dune by rotating the coelostat and translating the objective lens,

- 9 -
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both remotely controlled. Fine corrections were available by rotating and tilt-

ing a fused quartz plate (10 x 10 x 0.5 cm) located 30 cm in front of the slit.

The spectrograph was set up in a completely dark, wooden hut. All com-

ponents were mounted on separate brick pillars. Figure 2 shows the optical

arrangement. A spherical mirror (diameter 25 cm, focal length 336 cm) collimat-

ed the light-bea:a and sent it, with an off-axis angle of 1 30', onto a Bausch &

Lomb plane grating (type 35-53-28-53, 1200 grooves/mm, ruled area 154 x 208 mm,

blaze angle 36° 52', blazed at 5000 A in the second order).

Two spherical camera mirrors were used. The first one (diameter 25 cm,

focal length 596 era) focussed the second order spectrum around 4560 A on the

70-mm camera via a flar folding mirror (25 cm diameter) placed below the

grating. The vertical arrangement was designed to minimize coma in the disper-

sion direction. The linear dispersion in this spectrum was 1.7 mm/A ; the pro-

jected solar image diameter was 57 mm. The spectral resolution was limited

mainly by spherical aberration of the collimator, which was 30 um or 18 mA in

the spectrum.

The second camera mirror (diameter 16 cm, focal length 180 cm) focussed

Che second order spectrum around the Mg I b lines on the multiplex detector, at

a dispersion of 0.5 mm/A and with a projected solar diameter of 17 mm.

For the photographic registration the jumping-film technique was used with

Eastman Kodak Tri X 70-mm film. Two identical film magazines (Figure 3c)

received the same spectral region from a beam-splitter that transmitted 8 % of

the incident intensity to magazine A and reflected 90 % to magazine B ; the

ratio was designed to cover the intensity range within the spectrum. Both

magazines held 30-meter film and transported the film over 25 mm in 0.2 sec.

The frame size was 12 x 57 mm. In front of the beam-splitter a shutter was

placed. It consisted of two separate half-cylinder blades of blackened fibre-

glass, the opening blade rotating inside the -losing blade. The operation of

the blades cculd be commanded to provide any exposure time longer than 0.01

second. At the eclipse, the shutter and film transports were guided photo-

electrically with an EMI 6094A photomultiplier monitoring the spectral inten-

sity. The closing of the shutter and the simultaneous transport of the films

were triggered when a preset number of photons was reached after the opening of

the shutter. The operation of the assembly was fully automatic, either in

single shots or continuously at a rate of up to five frames per second. With a

small mirror placed by the shutter box a 3-A wide band of the spectrum around

4488 A, containing some strong chromospheric lines, was admitted to the photo-

multiplier. A 0.5-mm wide horizontal slit was used to ensure that the filled

- II -
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aperture would be equal at both contacts.

Two crystal clocks were used to drive the coelostat. The crystals were cut

exactly to match the apparent motions of the moon at the eclipse and the mean

sun. The lunar crystal was used during the eclipse; the solar crystal before

and after, and also >..> provide second and minute pulses for timekeeping and a

range of exactly reproducible exposure times for calibrations.

For the event registration a stereo tape recorder and a strip chart

chronograph were used. The exposure times of the 70-mm camera, needed for the

absolute intensity and height calibration, were accurately recorded from an

infrared GaAs LED and a photodiode located on both sides of the shutter blades,

respectively. The photodiode signal was recorded as a 5 kHz audio frequency on

one channel of the tape recorder. The other channel was used as a voice channel

and also to record the second and minute pips from the solar crystal clock.

Immediately before and after totality, time signals from radio station WWV

(NBS, Colorado, 10 MHz) were recorded on the shutter channel for calibration.

The same time signals were recorded daily during the weeks before the

eclipse to calibrate the solar clock; the lunar clock was calibrated with a

differential frequency counter.

The clock pips were also recorded on the chronograph. They served to

relate the slit-jaw exposures to the same timescale: every fourth frame was

marked both on the film (with a small signal lamp) and on the chronograph.

Extra marks triggered by hand determined the zero point of the sequence.

All electronic controls were located outside the spectrograph hut so that

no observer was needed inside during the eclipse. To avoid fogging of the

optical components a dehumidifier was used. During the eclipse all instrumen-

tation ran on batteries.

5. ECLIPSE OBSERVATIONS

On eclipse day the weather was perfect; it was the fifth clear day in

succession. The coelostat drive was switched over to the lunar crystal clock at

-30 minutes (the minus sign denotes the time before predicted second contact).

The 70-mm exposures were started at -3 minutes with single shots at 30-second

intervals. At -60 seconds the rate was increased to 5-second intervals and the

slit-jaw camera was switched on, operating at five frames per second. From -20

seconds onwards the 70-mm camera ran continuously for 50 seconds.

- 12 -



At mid-totality the solar image was shifted and the slit was replaced by

the slot. The slit-jaw camera and the automatic exposures were started again at

30 seconds before predicted third contact. After 60 seconds the slit was put

back and single-shot exposures were taken at 5-second intervals during 60

seconds.

All instruments functioned perfectly. However, difficulties were ex-

perienced with the proper positioning of the image. They were expected for

second contact' when the slit was used; ironically they were greater at third

contact. During the second contact observations the position of the image

deviated slightly; as a consequence the photo-multiplier aperture was now and

then covered by the moon during seeing excursions. This was apparent from large

fluctuations of a meter monitoring the photomultiplier signal. The exposure

times were automatically lengthened so that the spectra became slightly over-

exposed and the time resolution less than expected. The extreme limb spectro-

grams had exposure times of one second; only one purely chromospheric spectro-

gram was obtained in a 9-second exposure. The absolute calibration was lost

because the recorded exposure times give no direct measure of the accumulated

intensity.

At third contact, when the solar image reappeared, its position was found

to be too low; after correction only a few slit-spectrograms were obtained.

6. CALIBRATION SPECTRA

For the photometric calibration of the eclipse observations a large number

of spectra was taken with a 27-ym slit at the centre of the disk, about an hour

before and after totality, and also on the next day around eclipse time. The

exposures were made on the eclipse films with a range of exposure times (0.02 -

16 seconds), using a step-weakener, neutral density filters, and objective dia-

phragms.

To determine the instrumental profile of the spectrograph, numerous

spectra were taken of the 6328-A line of a He-Ne laser (Spectra Physics

132/233) on separate films on previous nights. The laser was mounted in front

of the 12-pm slit; a cylindrical lens and a small objective were used to cover

the slit and to fill the collimator aperture. For the same purpose the solar

spectrum in the green was photographed through an Iodine-filled absorption tube

placed before the 12-pm slit, which produced many narrow I2 lines. Both series

- 13 -
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had separate photometric calibrations.

The response of the spectrograph to polarization of the incident beam of

light was investigated. The spectral intensity was measured with the photomulti-

plier while a large polaroid plate was rotated in front of the Steinheil object-

ive. A strong dependence of the intensity on the direction of polarization was

found. To measure possible effects on the instrumental profile, the degree and

direction of the polarization introduced by the coelostat mirror were measured

at the slit around the time of totality on the day after the eclipse. Three sets

of laser spectra were obtained in different polarization directions of the

partially polarized laser beam.

7. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

The 70-mm films with the eclipse spectra and the calibration spectra were

processed on April 15 at the firm "Old Delft" at Delft. They were developed in

Microdol-X during 1 I minutes at 20 C with continuous agitation. The 35-mm

slit-jaw film had been processed earlier by Namba during a visit to the Sacra-

mento Peak Observatory. It was developed in Microdol-X for 9 minutes at 20 C

It shows the progression of the eclipse at second contact very well.

At second contact about thirty valuable photospheric limb spectrograms and

one chromospheric spectrogram were obtained with magazine B. Figure 4 shows some

examples. The photospheric spectrograms cover a height range from about

13 000 km inside the limb to the limb itself. They contain new information about

the transition of the spectral lines from absorption into emission. We note the

early transition of some ion lines, especially of Ce II, and also the emission

wings shown by some strong lines, e.g. Ba II 4554.

Provisional scans between 4548 and 4557 A have been shown in an earlier

note (HOUTGAST et al., 1970). Line profile variations around Mg I 4571 were in-

cluded in a second paper (HOUTGAST et al., 1971), where the general appearance

of different spectral lines was also summarized. Further details will be

published elsewhere (RUTTEN, 1976).
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8. DISCUSSION

The use of a slit resulted in much higher spectral resolution than

obtained previously. Indeed, our goal of obtaining line profiles rather than

line strengths has been achieved. However, the use of a high-dispersion slit-

spectrograph implied the loss of spatial information along the crescent, the

severe limitation in wavelength range, and the reduction of the spectral

intensity, which led to the poor time resolution and to the failure to obtain

chromospheric spectra resolved in height.

To overcome these problems, an echelle spectrograph may serve to

combine high spectral resolution with an extended wavelength region. To obtain

sufficient resolution without a slit, the grazing-incidence method (SUEMOTO and

HIEI, 1962) may be used to squeeze the seeing-widened solar crescent in the

direction of dispersion. Ideally, intensification and fast photoelectric read-

out of the spectrum should be used. The instrument used by the Utrecht ex-

pedition to the 1973 Sahara eclipse incorporated many of these features (HOUT-

GAST and NAMBA, 1976).
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EXTREME LIMB OBSERVATIONS OF Ba II A 4554 AND Mg I A 4571

BY

ROBERT J. RUTTEN

ABSTRACT

Profiles of the Ba II A 4554 resonance line and the Mg I A 4571 inter-

combination line are presented, observed near the limb of the Sun. They are

obtained from eclipse spectrograms with good spectroscopie resolution and an

accurate height calibration. The reduction of the observations is described and

detailed profiles are given for a range of viewing angles (1 / cos 6 = 4 - 22).
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper eclipse observations of the Ba II X 4554.0 resonance line

and the Mg I X 4571.1 intercombination line are presented. These lines are

valuable probes of the solar atmosphere. The Ba II A 4554 line

(6 2S,,y - 6 2P\/7) is the only readily observable Ca II K-like resonance line

other than H and K. This line is formed around the temperature minimum and is

particularly sensitive to non-thermal broadening, i.e. collisional damping and

large-scale motions. The Mg I X 4571 line (3 'S - 3 3P°) has well-known
o l

diagnostic value based on its LTE source function. The relative populations of

its upper and lower levels are completely controlled by collisions, so that

their ratio is in LTE throughout the photosphere; at most small deviations

occur in the chromosphere (Athay and Canfield, 1969; Altrock and Canfield,

1974). This property has been exploited in various analyses (e.g. Altrock and

Cannon, 1972, 1973a, 1973b, 1975; Rutten, 1973). Disk observations of this line

with high spectral resolution have been given by White et al. (1972).

Observations of these lines at the extreme limb have the advantage - as

for other lines - that the center-to-limb variation is extended with its

extreme range, where the change in the height of line formation is much larger

while the change in viewing angle is much smaller than on the disk. Line

profiles observed at the limb are therefore valuable in the analysis of line

formation (cf. Wijbenga and Zwaan, 1972). However, detailed line profiles from

the limb have never been published.

For the chromospheric spectrum the most extensive material presently

available is the tabulation of integrated line strengths by Dunn et al. (1968).

For high layers knowledge of line strengths rather then profiles does not

represent a severe limitation since the lines become optically thin and display

simply the decline of their upper-level population density. But for most lines

the disk profiles are not very sensitive to these chromospheric layers so that

such data do not give constraints on the formation of lines observed on the

disk.

Closer to and within the limb resolved profiles are needed. Such profiles

must be obtained during an eclipse. Extreme limb observations outside eclipses

yield even in optimum seeing conditions qualitative information only, due to

disk straylight and the unreliability of the height calibration (cf. Livingston

and White, 1974). These problems can be overcome in eclipse observations, where

the Moon supplies a complete cutoff of disk straylight as well as a reliable

position indicator. However, it is difficult to record line profiles of good
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reported earlier (Houtgast et al.( 1971). A not yet understood phenomenon is

the tilt shown by all lines. Interpreted at first as an accidental rotation of

the spectrograph slit, it may have a solar cause since similar tilts were noted

later by Houtgast and Namba (1975) in 1973 spectrograms and in previous slit-

less eclipse observations.

The spectrograms do not show fine structure, except for two Bailey beads

close to the limb.

3. GEOMETRY OF THE OBSERVATIONS

Eclipse spectrograms from a slit-spectrograph do not contain distinct

position information in the spectrograms themselves; separate event

registration is necessary to obtain an accurate calibration of the height scale

of the observations. (Height is defined here as the projected radial distance

above the solar limb.) A slit-jaw movie camera, a strip chart chronograph and

two tape recorders were used (cf. Paper I).

The tapes were read out on paperchart with a multichannel UV recorder at

high speed (29 cm/s). The moments of opening and closing of the shutter blades,

the exposures of the slit-jaw movie (and various shouts of the observers) were

determined in local (crystal-clock) time with a resolution of I is; the

calibration to UT using recorded radio time signals is accurate to within 3 ma.

The exposure times are given in Table I.

The slit-jaw movie was used to determine the location of the slit on the

solar image and the zero point of the height scale (i.e. the moment at which

the projected solar limb crossed the slit).

The movie frames show the slit and the crescent very well. The individual

mountains and valleys of the lunar limb are discernable in projection when the

crescent breaks into beads. They can be identified with the details of the pre-

dicted lunar limb (Figure 1 of Paper I) by comparing the successive frames of

the film, on which the lunar limb is scanned by the contracting horns of the

solar crescent. Figure 1 shows two examples. The identification of the beads

yielded the position angle of the slit during the observations. The slit was

found to have been at 40.3 NESW, 13 away from the intended valley at contact

point. Its orientation was nearly tangential to the limb, slanted at an angle

of 18° (Figure 1).

Second contact took place at the expected position angle (27.5 ) . The
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mirrory uhich is visible on earlier frames). The dark line that iVitc rsect& the crescent at

right is a fiducial thread.
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predicted Moment, of contact was 17 ' 2 9 m0 3.5 *" UT (Paper J), while the observed

contact (last bead vanishes on the movie) was at 17 29 03.0 ± 0 , 3 UT. How-

ever, an estimated value for AT (39.0 ) was used, and a correction must be

applied for the 1.1" deep valley. A prediction obtained afterwards with the

definite value of AT (40.34s) gave 17 29m01.7s UT for the mean lunar diameter.

Since the projected speed at which the valley was covered was 0.369 "/s, the

predicted disappearance of the last bead is at 17 29 04.7 , or 2.3 later than

observed. This difference points to a quite plausible error of 1 - 2 km in the

coordinates of the site.

The movie frames also show that the image of the Moon did not move

relative to the slit during the half-minute prior to second contact in which

all important spectrograms were taken.

The height scale of the spectrograms was derived from the observed moment

of contact for the slit and the calculated speed at which the solar limb was

covered there in the racial direction. At that moment and position angle the

latter amounted to 0.385 '7s or 277.3 km/s. The observed contact for the slit

was at 17 28 58.1 - 0.3 , which agrees with the prediction for this position

angle (17 29 00.3 ) when the -2.3 correction is applied.

The resulting heights for the spectrograms are entered in Table I. They

are reliable to within 100 km (systematic error; their relative accuracy is

much better).

The slit-jav.' movie yields furthermore an estimate of the seeing. The dia-

meter of the seeing disk was estimated to have been about 5" or 3600 km on the

Sun, from measurements of the extent of the smallest details along the pro-

jected lunar limb and of the radial widths of the beads at the moment that

they disappear. The bad seeing is in agreement with the absence of fine

structure in the spectrograms. The observations do not represent the spectrum

of the part of the disk covered by the slit only but a weighted mean of the

contributions from all layers outside the lunar limb. This was confirmed by

scans of the last spectrograms made in the Bailey beads and between the beads

that show no differences in line profiles (after conversion into intensity)

larger than their noise. The height values given in Table I therefore re-

present lower cutoffs of the contribution function only.

Hansen et dl. (1970) have published Sacramento Peak H filtergrams and

Mauna Loa coronagraph observations for 7 March 1970 and the surrounding days.

They show no particular activity at the limb at the observed position angle.

The large coronal streamer observed at about this position was based on an

extended active region that passed the east limb already on 3 March.
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4. MICROPHOTOMETRY

The spectrograms were scanned with the old Utrecht microphotometer (Hout-

gast, 1948). This double-slit instrument was updated by adding a Heidenhain

position encoder and digita' registration on punched paper tape, resulting in

a measuring speed of 100 samples/s and a positional accuracy of 1 Urn (Rutten

and Van Amerongen, 1975). The spectrograms were cut from the film, clamped

between glass plates and measured at 4 pm intervals with projected slit widths

of 6 Mm. Because tha microphotometer adjustments are not perfectly reproducible

and also because small deviations of the focus over the travel length of the

plateholder carriage produced variations in the measured transmission, the

clear film along the spectrum was also scanned, averaged over short segments

and used to normalize the spectrum transmission. Characteristic curves were

determined from the numerous calibration spectrograms taken on the eclipse

films before and after the eclipse and on the following day. Separate curves

were constructed from spectrograms made with a 7-step weakener, with different

combinations of neutral filters and with various telescope apertures, all for

separate exposure times (0.4 s, 0.8 s and 2 s). The scatter in the individual

curves was found to be rather large, especially for the step-weakener data

since these contain the overlying center-to-limb variation of be solar image

for which only coarse corrections could be applied. The differences between

the curves for different exposure times are smaller than the scatter; there-

fore a single composite characteristic curve was derived, with extra weight

given to the neutral filter data.

The uncertainty in the intensity calibration is largest for the continuum

of the early spectrograms due to their overexposure. These spectrograms show

also an increasing density and graininess towards the short wavelength end.

The calibration of the far wings of the A 4554 line is therefore less reliable

than for the X 4571 line. However, the reliability increases towards the limb.

The profiles of both lines were scaled to hand-drawn continua, determined
e o

in the windows at 4553 A and 4556.7 A for the X 4554 line and the windows at
o o

4568 A and 4573.5 A for the X 4571 line. The continuum fits for the X 4554

profiles are hampered by less good windows and the increases of density and

granularity towards the film edge of the early spectrograms. Corrections for

spectrographic straylight are incorporated in the restoration procedure

discussed below. Examples of rectified scans are given in Figures 2 and 3.
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the core on an expanded wavelength scale.
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5. RESTORATION

The tracings are very noisy due to the graininess of the sensitive

emulsion and distorted by the finite resolution of the spectrograph. The use of

a slit during the eclipse had the advantage that the instrumental profile was

not influenced by irreproducibles as telescope focus, guiding and atmospheric

seeing, so that it could be determined separately. The A 6328 line of a He-Ne

laser was photographed at night with a wide range of neutral filters, in three

different polarization directions (cf. Paper I).

The resulting spectrograms show many ghosts. These are doubled by internal

reflection in the beam-splitter used to feed two film magazines with spectra of

different intensity (90£ reflected and 8% transmitted). The secondary image is

negligible compared to the ghosts for the (reflected) eclipse spectrograms

(relative intensity 7 x 10~ 6), but in the red the beam-splitter coating was

transparent so that the secondary image is appreciable in the transmitted laser

spectra.

The laser spectrograms were scanned with the same microphotometer adjust-

ments as the eclipse spectrograms, so that effects of sampling resolution are

included in the restoration. The scans were converted into intensity with a

separate characteristic curve for the red wavelength region and the short ex-

posure times used. It was constructed from the neutral filter data and the

secondary images. The instrumental profile was assembled by fitting logarithmic

intensity plots from the various exposures together. No dependence on

polarization was found. The test was made because the transmission of the

spectrograph was very sensitive to the polarization of the incoming beam of

light, and effects on the instrumental profile were feared from changes in

grating illumination. A later analysis of the spectrograph of the McMath tele-

scope at Kitt Peak by Breckinridge (1971) also showed a large influence of

polarization on transmission due to Wood's anomalies, but only slight changes

at most in the instrumental profile.

The instrumental profile thus found refers to 6328 A while the eclipse
o

spectra are centered on 4560 A; transformation of the instrumental profile to

this wavelength is necessary. The various contributions have different wave-

length-dependence and must be scaled separately. The core of the measured

profile at 6328 A has a Gaussian shape while its wings show the familiar (AA)~2

decay with superimposed ghosts (cf. Griffin, 1969). The core has a halfwidth of

34 ym (or 15.2 mA), in agreement with the expected value (spherical aberration

of the collimator: 30 ym; grating resolution: 13 ym). The total wavelength-
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independent contribution (spherical aberration, diffusion in the emulsion,

microphotometer resolution) was therefore assumed Gaussian in shape with a
o o

halfwidth of 31.5 pm or 18.6 mA at 4560 A, while the grating contribution to
o

the core, also Gaussian, was scaled in A with the wavelength ratio. The
o o

resulting core at 4560 A is Gaussian with a halfwidth of 32.4 \na or 19.1 mA.

The (AX)"2 wings with the ghosts were also scaled with the wavelength ratio and

extrapolated to lower intensity levels using log-log plots. The resulting

instrumental profile is given in Figure 4. It shows the common property of

single-pass spectrographs that the halfwidth gives an overestimate of the

resolving power (here * 240 000) because the wide wings and the ghosts degrade

the spectral purity appreciably. These are the chief sources of spectrograph

straylight. Therefore the correction for straylight is best done by including

the wings in the restoration procedure, especially when emission lines are

present in an absorption spectrum.

The deconvolution of the observed spectra with the instrumental profile

was achieved by dividing their Fourier transforms, using the ALGOL '60 Fast

Fourier Transform procedure given by Singleton (1968). Deconvolution by direct

Fourier transformation has advantages over previous methods (Burger and Van

Cittert, 1933; Van de Hulst and Reesinck, 1947), apart from the simple machine

implementation. It allows an asymmetric instrumental profile, and also the use

of a close approximation to the 'optimum' noise-filter given by

P_(s)

where s is the Fourier frequency variable and P and P are the true signal and

noise powers, respectively.

I refer the reader to the excellent review of Fourier restoration

procedures by Brault and White (1971), and discuss only aspects in which the

eclipse spectrograms differ from their examples. The correction for the

instrumental profile is unusually large and the noise level also, so that

instability poses a problem. In other words, the transform of the instrumental

profile is not much wider than P„ and intersects the observed power spectrum

close to the point where P * P so that the division of the transforms causes

b N

noise enhancement already at low frequencies. Consequently, optimum filtering

is required.

An example of the measured power spectrum is given in Figure 5. Tapering

windows were applied at the ends of the 4096-point data segments. Various

noise components were identified from scans of homogeneously exposed film and
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suans without any film in the microphotometer. Their pattern ia more clearly

seen in Figure 6 which shows an average of four transforms. The steep rise at

left represents the spectral lines and has the expected shape ( ~ transform of

Voigt profile: P<,(s) ~ exp (-as2 - b|s|)). The constant power above 150 cy/A

is white noise due to the microphotometry, especially to the low digitizing

resolution of 8 bits only. The gradual slope in the middle is due to photo-

graphic grain. This contribution extends to high Fourier frequencies. It

necessitates the small sampling interval of 4 ym (or a high Nyquist frequency:
o o

above 150 cy/A, here at 2 12 cy/A), to avoid aliassing. Not only the lines but
also the grains must be oversampled! The noise contribution was found to de-

o
crease below 10 cy/A. The optimum filter was determined from averaged power

spectra with a low-frequency extrapolation of the noise power based on the

grain-only tracings. The instrumental profile was normalized in the measurement

domain and the Fourier shift theorem (Eracewell, 1965, p. 104) was applied to

center it in the Fourier domain. The effects of the restoration are illustrated

in Figure 7. The lowest trace shows the result when the inverse filter

(1 - 'l-(s)) is applied, demonstrating that no signal is lost. However, this does

not imply that no noise remains. The lowest trace shows also the reduced

granularity for low intensities, which in principle invalidates the optimum

filter given by (1). This expression is based on the condition that signal and

noise fluctuations are not correlated, whereas emulsion granularity depends on

incident intensity. In principle it would be better to filter the line cores

and the continuum separately (for instance by convolution in the measurement

domain with the reverse transforms of two separately determined optimum

filters). However, the quality of the present observations does not warrant

such sophistication.

The whole restoration procedure was checked on calibration spectrograms

taken at the center of the disk after the eclipse. Long microphotometer slits

could be used to reduce the noise level. The restored scans were compared to

photoelectric double-pass scans from the Jungfraujoch spectrometer, kindly

provided by Dr. L, Neven (Royal Observatory, Uccle-Brussels). The central

depths of various lines were compared and found to agree quite well: to

within 4Z of the continuum intensity, while the restoration introduces

corrections of up 15%. Near the limb where the lines are weaker and wider the

corrections are not so large (5 - 10%).
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fa. TABULATION OF PROFILES

The scatter from scan to scan is still appreciable after the noise filter-

ing, due to lov.-trequeacy noise and to errors in the local continuum levels and

in the photometric calibration. I have used the redundancy in the number of

spectrograms to increase the precision of the profiles. This was possible over

most if the height range where the true changes in the profiles are smaller

than the observed scatter. The positions of the centers of the \ 4554 and

\ 4571 lines were de ermined on the restored tracings from the location of the

zero of a third-ordei least-squares fit to the derivative of the profile,

defined by I - 1 . where k counts the 4 pm samples. The profiles were sub-
K+/ k-1 0

sequently sampled at multiples of 10 mA from line center. Tables of the

variation of I(AA) with 1/p were thus determined, where u is the cosine of the

viewing angle 8 of the projected lunar limb at mid-exposure (0 is the angle

between the line of sight and the local normal to the solar surface).

Examples are given in Figures 8 and 9. The variable I/u permits a better re-

presentation by low-order polynomials than the height. Second-order polynomial

fits were determined by multiple regression (cf. Davies and Goldsmith, 1972,

p. 276). The profiles for l/p > 22 (height > -500 km: spectra 26, 27 and 28)

were not included since for these the true changes in the profiles are larger

than the scatter. From the polynomial fits final profiles were obtained. They

are given in Tables II and III and in Figures 10 and II. They are spaced equi-

distantly in 1/p to facilitate inversion of the center-to-limb variation (cf.

White et al., 1972. The scaling constant A in their definition (2) is unity.).

95% Confidence limits (Student's t-test) are included in the tables. They

estimate the reliability of the profiles with regard to the observed scatter,

but may underestimate the true errors since systematic errors are possibly

present in the restoration and in the photometric calibration (section 4 ) .

An estimate of the systematic errors is obtained by comparing the eclipse

profiles of the \ 4571 line to the profiles published by White et al. (1972)

for the region of overlap. The latter are the result of time-averaged photo-

electric scans made with the spectrometer at the McMath telescope and may be

regarded here as ideal. Figure 12 shows the comparison. The agreement is very

good. The differences exceed the 95% confidence limits appreciably only in the

far wings. Systematic calibration errors due to overexposure were indeed

feared for high intensities (cf. section 4 ) ; fortunately the overexposure de-

creases towards the limb so that the systematic errors are not at all serious.

However, they will be larger for the wings of the A 4554 line.
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Profiles of the Mg I A 4571.1 line at the extreme limb, including 95% confidence levels.

All values are relative to the continuum intensity (» 1000).
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Finally, Figures 13 and 14 show parts of restored scans of spectrograms

26, 27 and 28. Their reliability is lower because no least-squares fitting

procedure was applied. Also, it should be noted that the uncertainty in the

zero pjint of the height scale (< 100 km) is important in the interpretation

of these profiles, especially for the continuum, and that the only truly

chromospheric spectrogram (No. 28) was an 8.7 s exposure. During this time the

Moon covered 2400 km, more than the full emission height of the two lines.

7. DISCUSSION

The observations given here represent the first spectral line data from

the extreme limb in the form of detailed profiles. Their precision is

sufficient for detailed analysis.

The contrast in behaviour of the two lines is remarkable. The Mg I A 457]

'LTE' line stays in absorption throughout the outer limb (Figure 11). The

minute emission wings shown at l/u ~ ?.O are not significant. The line turns

abruptly into emission at the limb (Figure 14). The slight self-absorption

shown in its core on spectrogram 27 is barely significant.

The Ba II A 4554 K-like resonance line exhibits line wings in emission

above the local continuum already at )/\i = 16, or 1400 km within the limb

(Figure 10). These emission wings are definitely significant, and will be

analysed in a subsequent paper.

At the limb the line becomes a strong self-absorbed emission line, and

shows asymmetry in its two emission peaks (Figure 13).
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THE FORMATION OF BA II » 4554 IN THE SOLAR ATMOSPHERE

Robert J. Rutten

ABSTRACT

Profiles of five Ba II lines observed at five positions on Che solar disk,

and eclipse observations of the X 455<i resonance line near the extreme solar

limb are used to determine the excitation conditions of the X 4554 resonance

line in the photosphere and low chromosphere. An empirical method is followed

in which observed profiles are compared with trial-and-error predictions based

on a standard one-dimensional model atmosphere.

The reversal into emission of the wings of the X 4554 line well inside the

solar limb is found to be due to frequency-dependence of the line source

function. The assumption of complete redistribution leads to errors in the

interpretation of profiles not only from near the solar limb but also from the

disk. Observational indications are given that similar deviations from complete

redistribution affect numerous lines arising from metastable lower levels in

sper ra of other metal ions.

Results are given for various parameters (gf-values, bolar barium

abundance and isotope ratios). The solar Ba II lines are valuable indicators of

fcon-thermal line broadening. The observed collisional damping agrees with pre-

dictions based on a Smirnov-Roueff potential for the X 4554 resonance line,

but not for the lines of other multiplets. A reliable determination of the

macroturbulence above the temperature minimum shows that it is anisotropic. The

horizontal microturbulence does not follow the rapid rise of the vertical

microturbulence in the low chromosphere.

A depression in the blue shoulder of the X 4554 profile at disk center

probably indicates the presence of mean expansion of the atmosphere.
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!. INTRODUCTION

The solar Ba II spectrum is of interest for the study of nucleosynthesis

and provides a valuable probe into the solar atmosphere and a testing case for

spectroscupiu diagnostics.

In nucleosynthesis, barium is an important 'magic neutron number' step in

the formation of heavy elements. The strengthened Ba II lines in the spectra of

Ba stars (Bidelman and Keenan, 1951) have been interpreted as caused by

s-process formation of barium in the carbon-burning interiors of late-type

sLars, which is brought to the surface by mixing (Burbidge and Burbidge, 1957;

Warner, 1965).

Although represented by only a few Fraunhofer lines, the Ba II spectrum is

of particular interest as a probe of the solar atmosphere. It is the only other

Ca Il-like spectrum with an unblended resonance line in the visible region.

Resonance lines of singly-ionized metals are especially important since the

first ionization stage is generally the dominant stage throughout the region

where the atmosphere becomes transparent in the continuum and where the

temperature minimum is located. The Ca II H and K lines are the only resonance

lines in the visible from the first ionization stage of an abundant element and

this explains their unique strength and diagnostic value. An excellent review

of the extensive literature on the H and K lines has been given by Linsky and

Avrett (197C). Of the other analogous resonance lines, the Mg II resonance

lines lie in the near ultraviolet and the Sr II lines are heavily blended. Only

the Ba II A 4554 resonance line is readily observable. Furthermore, the atomic

mass of barium (137.4 in the chemical scale) is so large that the barium

profiles are relatively unsensitive to thermal motions. Their thermal Doppler

widths are only about half that for calcium and two-thirds that for iron.

Therefore they represent good indicators of other broadening processes such as

systematic motions, turbulence and collisional broadening. Indeed, the super-

granulation velocity pattern is best seen in the A 4554 line (Noyes, 1967).

As a testing ground for the discussion of spectroscopie techniques, the

Ba II spectrum offers the advantage that chromospheric inhomogeneities are

less important in its formation than for the Ca II or Mg II resonance lines.

The contribution functions for the Ba II lines have maxima at lower heights and

have a lower cutoff from ionization to Ba III in the chromosphere. This is due

to the smaller abundance of barium and to its low second ionization potential

which at 10.0 eV is the smallest of all the elements.
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Previous analyses of the Ba II lines in the photospheric spectrum were

largely devoted to the determination of the barium abundance (Goldberg et al.,

I960; Lambert and Warner, 1968; Holweger and Muller, 1974). The most extensive

of these is the recent analysis by Holweger and Muller, They used profiles from

the center of the disk of all the suitable Ba II lines to derive an abundance

log E = 2.11 ± 0.12 (usual scale with log £„ = 12). Their method was
DB n

typically 'Holwegerian', assuming LTE and an updated version of Holweger's

(1967) model atmosphere that is characterized by the absence of an outward

chromospheric temperature rise. The barium abundance was then found by varying

the collisional damping for each line to fit the observed equivalent widths.

In the present work the usual assumption is made that the solar atmosphere

consists of homogeneous parallel layers , and I will use the classical approxi-

mation of averaged inboroogeneities and non-thermal velocities furnished by the

microturbulent and macroturbulent limits of uncorrelated, Gaussian-distributed

motions. This is a simplification of the inhomogeneous atmosphere that we ob-

serve; a proper description should incorporate a velocity field containing many

scales and proper correlations with fluctuations in gas temperature and density.

But in absence of spatially and temporally resolved line profile observations,

a one-dimensional analysis remains the best possible.

I do not adopt LTE but follow the method described by Wijbenga and Zwaan

(1972). In principle this is an 'empirical' approach. As in the classical LTE

method, the statistical equilibrium equations are not explicitly solved, but

emergent line profiles are synthesized by direct integration of the source

function. The source function is however not determined by an assumed run of

the electron temperature but specified by NLTE-departure coefficients that are

adaptable throughout the atmosphere. The computed profiles are compared with

the observed profiles, and in principle all parameters involved are adjusted

until a satisfactory fit is obtained.

The basic problem in analysing solar line profiles is the large number of

parameters that take part in line formation. A good fit does not guarantee

uniqueness of the solution, whether reached by trial-and-error or by a more

sophisticated method. The remedy usually taken is to restrict the number of

parameters by physical assumptions, such as the validity of LTE or the correct-

ness of the source functions derived from model-atom solutions of the

statistical equilibrium equations. The advantage of the empirical method (apart

from fitting a small computer) is that no hidden uncertainties are involved,

e.g. in cross-sections or in neglected source or sink terms, and that the
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danger of seeming self-consistency based on fallacious assumptions is avoided.

The conclusions follow directly from the observations, vith full knowledge of

the sensitivity of the rm'ult Co <;ach input parameter.

A disadvantage of the method (apart from being laborious) is porhaps that

the uniqueness problem is so clearly evident. When no additional physical

assumptions are made, it is only possible to sepaiate thr; various parameters by

adding observational constraints. As discussed by l-'ijbenga and Zwaan (1972),

^he remedy is to obtain redundancy Dy analysing complete spectra with connect-

ing transitions, whi^h art observe:! not only Jver the disk but also from the

outer limb. Spectral Line det.a from tKe outer limb offer the important ad-

vantage that taiiy extend the normal center-to-limb variation with a range in

which the change in Height of line formation is much more important than the

change in angle uf incidence of the line of sight: the usual ambiguity between

depth-dependency and anjle-dependency vanishes near the limb.

Observations of the A 4554 line very close to the solar limb play an

important part in this analysis. They were obtained by the Dutch expedition to

the March 7, 1970 eclipse (Houtgast et al., 1976) with a slit-spectrograph

yielding sufficient spectral resolution to derive profiles rather than

integrated linestrengths only. They provide line profiles for the first time in

the important gap of 10 000 km between normal disk observations and chromo-

spheric eclipse spectrograms. In this range the wings of the X 4554 line change

into emission relative to the local continuum at about 1500 km inside the limb.

These emission wings, which are comparable to the familiar K.—KT features in

Ca II H and K on the disk, turned out to be of fundamental importance.

In section 4 calculations are discussed 'in which complete redistribution

(CRD) was assumed. They are unsuccessful in explaining the eclipse data. In

section 5 the effects of partial redistribution (PRD) are taken into account by

assuming wavelength-dependent source functions. The eclipse observations and

center-to-limb profiles can then be reproduced satisfactorily. Various line

formation parameters (source function, abundance, damping, turbulence) are

discussed in section 5, as well as other Ba II lines and chromospheric ob-

servations. Section 6 contains a discussion of the results and of effects of

PRD in other spectra than Ba II.
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2. OBSERVATIONS

2.1. DISK DATA

High-quality profiles of five Ba II li.ies are used in this analysis

(X 4554.0, X 6141.7, X 6496.9, X 5853.7 and X 4130.6; cf. Figure 1 and Table I),

each observed at five positions on the solar disk. They were obtained with the

main beam of the McMath Solar Telescope and vacuum spectrograph at Kitt Peak

National Observatory (Pierce, 1964, 1969; Brault et al., 1971). Except for the

•\ 4131 line, these data were collected by L. Testerman of KPNO as part of the

'Fast Center-Limb Survey'. The spectrograph was used in double-pass mode; data

acquisition and straylight subtraction were as for the Preliminary Edition of

the Kitt Peak Solar Atlas by Brault and Testerman (1972). The scans were

available in raw digital form; they were reduced by H. Nieuwenhuijzen during an

observing visit to KPNO in 1972. He applied the standard Kitt Peak reduction

procedures (Brault and White, 1971; Evans and Testerman, 1975). The data were

filtered and corrected for the instrumental profile, continuum fits were
o

determined over 200 A segments and the wavelength scales were calibrated.

Similar observations of the A 4131 line were obtained by Nieuwenhuijzen

during his visit. The only difference with the Fast Center-Limb Survey is that

only a 100 A long segment was scanned for the continuum determination.

The rms-error in these measurements is about 0.2% of the continuum in-

tensity. Comparable observations of the X 4554 resonance line, obtained with

the solar spectrometer at the Jungfraujoch Scientific Station, were kindly

supplied by L. Neven (Royal Observatory, Uccle-Brussels). They agree with the

Kitt Peak data to within 0.5% of the continuum intensity. Since tie fitting

with the computed profiles has not been attempted to better resolution than \%

of the continuum intensity, the quality of the data is quite sufficient.

2.2. LIMB DATA

Profiles of the X 4554 resonance line from the extreme limb were obtained

by the Utrecht expedition to the 1970 eclipse. The instrumentation has been

described by Houtgast et al. (1976), the reduction of the \ 4554 data by Rutten

(1976). Here, only a summary is given.

A slit-spectrograph was used at second contact, with the slit slanted
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through the crescent of still uncovered photosphere at a quiet region of the

solar image. The lunar limb was followed while the spectrum was photographed

with variable exposure times. The height calibration of the spectrograms, based

on a slit-jaw movie, is better than 100 km. The use of the slit ensured maximum

spectral resolution; it is sufficient to obtain detailed line profiles. An

absolute intensity calibration was not obtained. Due to atmospheric seeing the

observations represent a seeing-dependent weighted sum of the layers outside

the lunar limb. The diameter of the seeing disk was about 5"; the projected slit

width covered only 0.7" (cf. Rutten, 1976). A distance of 5" from the limb

corresponds to a height h = - 3600 km, or 1/u * 10, where U is the cosine of

the viewing angle 0 (cf. Figure 3). From this height onwards the eclipse data

supplement the Kitt Peak profiles that extend to 1/p = 6.25. The effective

weighting function will for all eclipse profiles be closer to the slitless case

(the well-known 'slice') than to the case of perfect seeing, and certainly near

the limb.

The profiles of A 4554 given in Rutten (1976) are divided into two groups.

The profiles of the first group cover the range 1/p = 4 - 22 and are fairly

accurate due to a least-square fitting procedure. They are still far enough

from the limb (l/)j = 22 corresponds to h = - 720 km) that the uncertainty in

the location of the observed limb (* 100 km) is not important and that the

advance of the lunar limb during the exposures may be neglected. The mid-

exposure positions were used.

The second group consists of three profiles at and above the limb. They are

from spectrograms of long exposure (nrs. 26, 27 and 28; cf. Rutten, 1976) and

result from a complex integration that includes the progression of

the lunar limb, the seeing and the steep wavelength-dependent decrease of the

intensity. These three profiles have not been used in the trial-and-error line

synthesis but they serve as a test afterwards.

Figure 2 compares eclipse profiles and Kitt Peak profiles for the region of

overlap. The agreement is good except for the far wings which are appreciably

higher in the eclipse observations. This difference is probably due to

systematic errors in the photometric calibration of the eclipse spectrograms

that result from local overexposure around X 4554. Fortunately this overexposure

decreases towards the limb. The eclipse profiles show less boxy cores than the

Kitt Peak profiles. This difference is not surprising because very high spectral

resolution is necessary to reproduce such boxiness faithfully.
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3. FORMULATION

3.1. LINE SYNTHESIS PROGRAM

For the calculation of the profiles a spectral line synthesis program

written in ALGOL'60 was used. It evolved at Utrecht Observatory in connection

with eclipse work. Previous versions have been used by Van Dessel (1970, 1974,

1975) and Wijbenga and Zwaan (1972), who contributed extensively to it. A short

description of its current capabilities is presented here; further information

can be supplied on request.

The program assumes a curved layer geometry: it can calculate profiles

near or above the limb as well as on the disk. The program calculates the

emergent monochromatic intensity along the line of sight defined by the viewing

angle 0 or the proj>,ted distance from the limb r (Figure 3) from:

exp kx(o) dy' | dy (1)

y is the geometrical depth variable along the line of sight, p measures the

radijl height in the atmosphere. The limb of the Sun is at radial height o = R.

f, is the total emission coefficient per cm3, k, is the total absorption

coefficient per cm3 .

A model atmosphere specifies the electron temperature T £, the electron

pressure P and the gas pressure P at different height values p in the atmo-

sphere up to an outer limit p = R^ . The total emission and absorption

coefficients E J ( P ) and k, (p) are evaluated for every specified wavelength at

every model depth point. The Abel transform is used to find the contributions

along the line of sight:

d y . , ± P d P ( 2 )
/ 2 2 - 2

V P - Rj, sin if

where the + sign holds for contributions from 'behind the limb' (y > 0 ) , which

are only important for lines of sight near or outside the limb. The double

integral (1) is determined starting at the near boundary of the model and

integrating inwards until the total optical depth exceeds 50 or until the outer

boundary is met again. A quadratic integration routine is used (hyperbolic or

parabolic). When the line of sight crosses only a few model depths, inter-

mediate values of e, and k. are generated by quadratic interpolation.

The solar limb (h = 0) is defined as the location where the continuum at
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5000 A has a total tangential optical depth of unity. Test calculations of the

run of the continuous intensity across the limb for various models show that

the height h = 0 is very close to the inflection point in the continuum decline

(cf. Figure 15). The inflection point is usually assumed to represent the ob-

served limb; in any case, the decline is so steep that any 'observed' limb will

be within 100 km of it.

The total emission coefficient e. is the sum of the total continuous
A -.

emission coefficient e. and the line coefficients E. for every contributing

line, all per cm3 :

Ex(h) = cA
C(h) + i.' e ^ O O (3)

likewise for the absorption coefficients:

l-.̂ (h) = kx
C(h) + 2 kA

a(h) (4)

The continuous processes are assumed to be in LTE except for Thomson and Ray-

leigh scattering:

ex
C(h) = k A

H Bx<Te(h)) + kA
S(h) Jx (5)

Here k, is the absorption coefficient ior Thomson and Rayleigh scattering;

J, is the mean intensity in the lot chromosphere and B. is the local Planck
A H

function. The absorption coefficient k, contains the contributions by H and H

which are evaluated using the expressions given by Unsold (1955) and Gingerich

(1964), respectively. The continuous coefficients are evaluated for the mid-

value of the specified wavelength range, or at the endpoints and linearly

interpolated to simulate a sloped continuum. In order to save computing time,

the contributions of the metals are not individually calculated, but

approximated by a multiplication factor to the H absorption, which was determ-

ined by comparing the resulting absolute intensities for the HSRA model atmo-

sphere with the HSRA intensities.

The total line coefficients may include multiple lines: the program is

written in a loop structure in which any blend or hyperfine structure

component can be entered without memory increase. Per line, the absorption

coefficient per cm3 is given by

(h) i --Ï e (6)
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where height-dependence is not. indicated, e and m are the electron charge and

mass, c is the velocity of light and k is the Boltzmann constant. X- is the

wavelength at line center; A is the abundance, defined here as the ratio of the 2

total number of atoms to the total number of hydrogen nuclei, of which N is j
H

the number density. The parameters 6» (h) and B (h) are the NLTE departure

coefficients for the lower and upper level defined by Wijbenga and Zwaan

(1972). They measure the ratio of the true level population to the LTE

population n calculated from the local electron temperature and the total

number density N of the element with the Sana and Boltzmann laws.

The departure coefficients enter in the formal expression for the line

emission coefficient; in case of a frequency-independent source function :

(complete redistribution):

-1
a
V

h f c' 1 1lvJ J
Any deviation from LTE in the excitation or in the ionization rates is ex-

pressable in the departure coefficients 6.(h).

Their ratio defines the excitation temperature of the transition:

(8)

where •< = 5040/T and ;<• is the excitation potential of the level in eV. ?;

Population and ionization temperatures can similarly be evaluated when the 2

ground-state populations are known (cf. Wijbenga and Zwaan, 1972, p. 276). |

In the calculation of the LTE populations n. , the program includes the |

neutral, first and second ionization stages; temperature-dependent partition

functions are used that were compiled by Zwaan for a variety of elements.

The Voigt function H(a,v) is used for the profile of the absorption

coefficient. It is calculated with a machine-language implementation of the

series expansions given by Reichel (1968) for a < 4; for large values of a,

the approximation given hy Unsold (1955, expr. 66.22) is used. The parameters

are

where a is the full half-width of the damping profile in circle frequency (s-1) '
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and AA is the Doppler width. The variety of formalisms available for the

calculation of the amping parameter y reflects the unhappy state of theory in

this field. Apart Irom natural damping, the following broadening processes can

be taken into account: Van der Waals damping by neutral H and He atoms (Y,),

quadratic Stark broadening by electrons (y ) and quadrupole broadening by

electrons and protons (y ). As a first approximation, Unsölds classical ex-

pressions can be evaluated for specified values of the parameters C6, C and

C3 (Unsold, 1955, resp. expr. 82.48, 82.35 and 82.38 ff). C6 and C^ can also be

determined by the program using the hates-Damgaard approximation for the mean

square atomic radii (Unsold, 1955, expr. 82.41 ff). The latter can also be

determined with J separate program (Van Rensbergen, 1970) that uses the scaled

Thomas-Fermi formalism.

A different formulation for the perturbation by neutral particles has been

given by Deridder and Van Rensbergen (1974, see also: Van Rensbergen et al.,

19751. They replace the Van der Waals potential with a Smirnov-Roueff potential

for the interactions that are too close to be described with a purely

attractive potential. A program to calculate damping values from this

formulation has been implemented at Utrecht by Deridder; an extensive table for

s-p and p-d transitions has been published (Deridder and Van Rensbergen, 1976).

Since these values are temperature-dependent, they are approximated by

power-law fits:

\ - «6
 Te ' • NH ( l 0 )

of which the coefficients a and B are entered to the synthesis program
6 6

(I maintain the notation '6', notwithstanding the change in potential).

(The same theory predicts also damping shifts, although of uncertain magnitude.

Similar power-law coefficients serve to enter these.)

With regard to the broadening by electrons (y ) , for ion lines the formula

given by Griem (1968, expr. 23) is used with the Gaunt factors approximated by

the constant 0.2 :

Y^ = 8.35 x I06 ( <r 2> + <r£
2> ) N g T ~* (11)

The mean square radii are again determined with the Bates-Damgaard or

Thomas-Fermi approximations. For atom lines the tables published by Jones et

al. (1971) can be used, yielding both broadening values and shifts; these are

again approximated by power-law fits to the electron temperature, of which the

'coefficients are entered.
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Final ly, the usual 'fudge-1!1 multiplication factor serves to increase the

rollisiunal damping width.

The non-thermal velocity field is entered in the usual approximation of

its 'mioroturbulent' and 'macroturbulent' limits. The microturbulence v . is
micro

entered as a function of heient; the macroturbulence v may be different
macro

lor lines formed at different heights. Anisotropy can be specified for both by

entering vertical and horizontal components v and v . Assuming these to be

independent, the values of the mean 'turbulent' velocities over the disk are

caK-uldtcd trom the usual expression:

v2(vj = (v h o r cos Ü ) 2 + (vvcr sin G ) 2 (12)

I prefer this expression to the interpolation formula used by Gehren (1975),
hor ver

which specifies an ellipse with half-axes v and v . It is inconsistent

with the definition of micro- and macroturbulence as convolutions with Gaussian

distributions of purely uncorrelated motions. The latter definition seems more

questionable than the neglect of correlations between the vertical and

horizontal components (cf. Worrall and Wilson, 1973; Rutten et al., 1974).

Extra facilities of the program are the automatic fitting of the central

intensity by adjusting the macroturbulence and of the equivalent width by

iteratively adjusting the abundance which is alsu possible when different

hyperfine structure components are present, of which the relative intensities

are entered as different gf-values (cf. Von der Heide, 1968).

Finally, profiles computed for a range of positions near the solar limb

can be integrated to simulate slitless eclipse observations. A convolution with

a Gaussian weighting function can be applied for comparison with slit ob-

servations which are blurred due to bad seeing.

3.2. ATMOSPHERE

Various model atmospheres were used. They were all shifted in geometrical

height to obtain the zero point defined in section 3.1 :

- the Harvard Smithsonian Refarence Atmosphere (HSRA, Gingerich et al., 1971).

This model was shifted over 337 km;

- the model M of Vernazza, Avrett and Loeser (I974), henceforward called VAL.

Shifted over 361 km and extended smoothly to larger heights with the HSRAJ

- the Holweger-Müller (1974) modification of the Holweger (1967) model,

shifted over 348 km.
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The first two models are electron temperature models that include a chromo-

spheric temperature rise; the third is an LIE model with a monotonically de-

creasing temperature. They are shown in Figure 4.

In .ill calculations the contribution of turbulence to the gas pressure was

neglected. The helium abundance was assumed to be O.I of the hydrogen abundance

in the calculation of the continuous opacity and the coLlisional broadening by

neutral perturbers. The results of determinations of the depth-dependent

turbulence in the photosphere and low chromosphere (cf. Canfield and Beckers,

1976} show so much variety that turbulence is treated as a free parameter.

3.3. ATOMIC DATA

The Fraunhofcr lines used in this study are listed in Table I. The

empirical oscillator strengths have been taken from the compilation of the

Ba II spectrum by Miles and Wiese (1969). Table T presents also theoretical

oscillator strengths, taken from the list of Kurucz and Peytremann (1975) and

values calculated with the scaled Thomas-Fermi program of Van Rensbergen

(197U). The good agreement of the theoretical and experimental data is not

surprising since Ba II is a one-electron system, although of a heavy atom. In

all calculations the experimental values were used. The radiative damping

constants in Table 1 are the sums of all contributing transition probabilities

given by Miles and Wiese (196^}, neglecting absorption and stimulated

emission.

Figure 5 shows the relative importance of the various broadening con-

tributions to the \ 4554 line for the VAL model. The Van der Waals damping

values were calculated with the Bates-Damgaard approximation. The coefficients

ag and S for the Deridder-Van Rensbergen values were kindly supplied by De-

ridder. The quadratic Stark broadening (formula 11) and the quadrupole

broadening, both calculated with the Bates-Damgaard approximation, are

negligible at all heights that contribute to Ba II line formation, and so are

the damping shifts predicted by the Deridder-Van Rensbergen formulation for

neutral perturbers.

Hyperfine structure should be included in the analysis of A 4554 (Holweger

and Muller, 1974). The most recent tabulation of experimental data on HFS in

Ba II lines is that of Brix and Kopfermann (1952). Their values for the fine

structure constant A, measuring the interaction between the magnetic nuclear

dipole moment and the magnetic field of the electrons at the nucleus, »re used
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in Table 11 for the odd isotopes. The interaction of the electrical field of

the electrons and the electrical quadrupole moment of the nucleus (constant B)

is negligible for all transitions. Table II also specifies theoretical values

that were kindly calculated by Deridder with the Goudsmit-Fermi-Segrë formula

for hydrogen-like spectra (Kopfermann, 1956, expr. 26.24 ff). The relativistic

corrections and the alkali correction were included. The agreement of the

measurements is excellent. I have used the predictions, also for the 5d levels

for which no measurements are available, and have determined detailed splitting

patterns for all lines of Table 1 following Candler (1964). The isotope shifts

given by Erix and Kopfermann were used, as were their (terrestrial) abundance

ratios: Ba i30 (0.102%), Ba 132 (0.098%), Ba 134 (2.42%), Ba 135 (6.59%),

Ba 136 (7.81%), Ba 137 (11.32%) and Ba 138 (71.66%). The splitting pattern of

the \ 4554 resonance line has appreciable width (Figure 6 ) . Fortunately, it is

not necessary to synthesize the 14 individual components separately, since they

fall together in three distinct groups. Test calculations showed that the

three-component simplification given in Table I gives almost identical profiles

compared with a detailed calculation, even if no turbulent broadening is

applied. This approximation was used in «nil calculations. The other Ba II lines

have less extensive HFS patterns. The total width of the patterns of A 5854,

O n 0

\ 6142, \ 4131 is respectively 10 mA, 14 mA and 5 mA, and may be neglected. The

noticeable pattern of the > 6497 line (Figure 7) was approximated by the four

components listed in Table I.

3.4. ASYMMETRIES AND BLENDS

The \ 4554 resonance line shows asymmetries in the core and in the

shoulders of the wings. At disk center the line core has a boxy shape which is

asymmetrical in observations of sufficient spectral resolution (Figure 8). The

abnormal width and asymmetry are caused by the hyperfine structure splitting of

the odd isotopes. Holweger and Muller found that the terrestrial isotope ratios

are compatible with the solar profile. The same is found here for the Kitt Peak

profile which shows a less rounded core than the profile from the Jungfraujoch

atlas (Delbouille et al., 1973) used by Holweger and Muller. The boxy shape of

the core has diagnostic value in the determination of the turbulence (section

5.2); its presence demonstrates the quality of the Kitt Peak restoration

procedures.
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o
1 found a more puzzling asymmetry at - 0.1 A from line center. This

asymmetry is not immediately apparent from the profile because there is no

clearly defined line center due to the HFS splitting. The asymmetry appears in

comparison with rhe calculations: the synthesized profiles are higher at the

blue shoulder than the observed profile. The depression is largest at disk

center and decreases towards the limb (cf. Figures 10, 13, 22). I describe it

as a discrepancy of the blue wing rather than of the red (or a shift of the

line core with respect to the wings, cf. Magnan and Pecker, 1974) because it is

possible to fit the line core, red wing and far blue wing simultaneously, while

fits to the blue shoulder consistently destroy fits of the core together with

the near and far red wing. A 'Minnaert plot' illustrates this (Figure 9; Min-

naert, 1935; Unsold, 1955, r. 245).

1 have made trial calculations to determine the cause of this discrepancy.

First, it could be due to an error in the determination of the continuum level

of the observations. This is contradicted by the proper fit of the far blue

wing by the computed profiles, and also by the Minnaert plot (Figure 9).

Second, extra absorption in the blue could be caused by a change in HFS-

splitting due to a different isotope ratio. Figure 6 shows that the odd iso-

topes Ba 135 and Ba 137 contribute about equally to the left and right groups

of line components. An increase in the abundance of one or both of these iso~

topes produces a wider profile, especially in the core, but not much asymmetry

in the wings. When their abundance is increased to fit the blue wing, the core

becomes too wide and the red wing too deep. Third, extra absorption may be due

to blends. The following possibilities were found: Zr II X 4553.96 (multiplet

130) and Cr I A 4553.949 (multiplet 276). Profiles of X 4554 including these

blends for various line strengths were calculated; a good fit could not be

obtained. Fictitious blends were then introduced of which both the location and

strength were varied. It was found that a single blend cannot be responsible

for the extra absorption: for weak blends the contribution is too small, while

stronger blends show as pointed rather than wide depressions.

I conclude that the extra depression in the blue wing of the X 4554 line

is caused either by a number of small, deeply formed blends or, more likely, by

effects of inhomogeneities. While asymmetry occurs frequently in Fraunhofer

lines it is uncommon so far from line center. However, in a recent examination

of three strong lines in the spectrum of the Mn Ap star I CrB by Smith and
o

Parsons (1975), a similar depression is reported at about - 0.15 A from line

center. They attribute these dips directly to a systematic velocity of - 9 km/s.

I will discuss this depression further in section 6.3. In all calculations that
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follow the fitting procedure was concentrated on the line core, the whole red

wing and the far blue wing.

Of the other Ba II lines, only the X 6497 and X 5854 lines are free of

blends. The strongest line of multiplet 2, A 6142, is blended by Fe I 6141.7

(raultiplet 816). From a simple curve of growth analysis of the other 8

components of this multiplet the contribution of this line was estimated to be

less than 40 mA , and therefore not very important. The weak A 4131 line is

severely blended.
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4. CALCULATIONS BASED ON COMPLETE REDISTRIBUTION

4.1. LTE CALCULATIONS

It is impossible to reproduce the A 4554 profiles on the disk with LTE

calculations for any standard model that incorporates a chromospheric

temperature rise. In all the models tested, a substantial part of the con-

tribution function to the \ 4554 core is located above the temperature minimum,

so that emission cores are inevitable even on the disk. Figure 10 shows an ex-

treme example in which the collisional damping was fudged excessively (6x Van

der Waals) to obtain a fit in the wings for a very small abundance value

(A = b.2 * K)" 1'). Profiles that are calculated with larger abundance values

show emission -ires even at the center ot the disk.

Since emission cores are not observed on the disk or at the limb, LTE

calculations car only reproduce the observed profiles when less realistic

electron temperature models are used that have no outward rise. This is the

strategy of Holweger and Muller, whose model decreases smoothly to 3900 K at

500 km above the limb. They find that the cores of the stronger Ba II lines

A 4554, A 6497 and \ 5854 are not well reproduced by this model, and conclude

that this confirms the NLTE-effects noticed for the Ba II lines in Holweger's

1967 study. Since the use of such a model for strong lines is in itself an

implicit NLTE formulation, this is rather an understatement; the discrepancy

shows that the Ba II lines do not adhere to the average NLTE excitation

temperature defined by their model.

Figure I 1 shows the Holweger-Milller solution extended to other positions

on the disk.The hcrizontal microturbulence was derived from the modifications

of Garz et al. (1969) of Holweger's 1967 model, similarly to the vertical

velocities adopted by Holweger and Muller (and also with a reduced velocity of

0.5 km/s at large heights). The fit of the line core deteriorates towards the

limb. Within the Holweger-Müller approach, the only parameters that can be

varied to obtain fits are the collisional damping fudge factor and the

abundance. Holweger and Muller varied the damping per line in order to fit all

lines at disk center with a single abundance value (A = 1.3 x 10~ 1 0). This pro-

cedure is the reverse of Holweger's 1967 analysis, in which the abundance was

varied per line and per disk position for a given (Van der Waals) damping

value. The latter procedure masks departures from LTE: Holweger could fit so

many lines because by shifting the height of line formation per observed

profile the best-fitting portions of the model were selected. Varying the

collisional damping instead of the abundance is more realistic, especially
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since the failure of the classical Van der Waals theory is well established

(e.g. De Jager and Neven, 1970; Holweger, 1972; Altrock and Canfield, 1974).

However, variation of more parameters is needed to improve the fit of Figure II

appreciably.

4.J. CALCULATIONS FOR DECREASING SOURCE FUNCTIONS

it is clear from the preceding section that the chromospheric rise of the

electron temperature is not felt by the source function. I now assume that the

formation of the A 4554 line can be described with a model of its excitation

temperature that is defined by setting the lower level departure coefficient

equal to unity and specifying the upper level departure coefficient throughout,

the atmosphere to obtain the wanted excitation temperature. This assumption

implies that NLTE effects are neglected in the ionization equilibrium. In the

region of interest, barium is exclusively in the first ionization stage and

largely in its ground state, so that the details of the ionization processes

are not very important. The ionization to Ba III occurs above * 400 km, in

layers that contribute only to the saturated A 4554 core. Here departures from

LTE are probable since the photo-ionization rates from the ground level and the
o o

6P level are determined by the radiation field below 1200 A and 1700 A

respectively, and will not follow the chromospheric temperature rise. While

this ionization eliminates much chromospheric structure by its cutoff of the

chromospheric tail of the contribution function, it does not influence the disk

and extreme limb profiles. The neglect of NLTE ionization processes will be

discussed further in sections 4.3 and 5.4 .

Center1-to—lime va.viG.tior.

Figure '3 shows a good fit for the disk profiles of X 4554 that was obtain-

ed with the excitation temperature of Figure 12. This model represents the

assumption that strong lines are affected by departures from LTE only in higher

layers, as advocated by Holweger and Muller. The use of the VAL model, with its

low temperature minimt'.r. extended to larger heights, results then in a good fit

of the deep cores. The fit was derived in successive approximations in which the

abundance, the damping and the turbulence were varied. Details of this fit are

not discussed here because the next section shows that solutions of this type

are 'incompatible with the eclipse observations. This fit serves only as an
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nb RADIAL HEIGHT WAVELENSTH

yigurc J-I. -• Schema tie representation of the formation of a self-absorbed line outside the limb
for a decreasing source function. The bars indicate the layers that contribute to various parts
af the profile.

O 400
HEIGHT (km)

Figure li>. - Computed decay of the specific intensity observed from the solar limb in the absenc
of see ingt at various wavelength separations from the center of the X 4554 line. Best-fit model*
v °.v -1.5 bn/s. v.o ioniration to Ba III (of. section 5.2).
rmcro
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example, demonstrating that a more general analysis than the Holweger-Müller

procedure, applied to a more extended observational material, would yield quite

acceptable results provided that only disk profiles are taken into account.

i'ï'ofiLis hi.ar li • 'a'nb

At about 1500 km inside the limb the wings of the A 4554 profiles show a

transition from absorption into emission, Such wing reversals are to be ex-

pected out-side the limb even for lines with outwardly decreasing source

functions when the total optical depth along the line of sight is still large

at line center. As shown in Figure 14 (cf. Thomas and Athay, 1961, p, 131), the

'self-absorbed' core then reflects, for increasing wavelength distance from

line center, the inward increase of the source function until the optical depth

of the deepest level crossed by the line of sight becomes unity. Farther from

line center, the profiles reflect the dilution of the total emissivity alor'g

the line of sight with the layers higher in the atmosphere - also 'behind the

limb' - , and finally the decreasing average line absorption coefficient.

This explanation does not apply when emission is observed in profiles or.

the disk, where the continuous optical depth exceeds unity. Such emission must

be accounted for by source function effects. Examples are the transitions into

emission well inside the limb of Ce II lines (Canfield, 1969) and of other ion

lines (Van Dessel, 1975), and also the well-known do'jDle emission peaks in the

cores of the Ca II and Mg II resonance lines observed over the entire disk.

The emission wings in the eclipse profiles of the X 4554 line are observed

well inside the limb. Do they occur there in reality also? The blurring due to

the bad seeing (cf. section 2.2) causes an averaging of the line profile over

the part of the solar atmosphere outside the lunar limb. The addition of

radiation farther from the Moon's edge and the rapid decay of the continuous

intensity at the limb combine to give an apparent relative lowering of the

continuum level. Consequently, the blurring might be responsible for the

emission wings. The shape of the blurring function is not exactly known; here,

1 present profiles calculated for the two extremes of no blurring and of

'homogeneous' blurring. In the latter case, the intensities are integrated out-

ward without a weighting function and scaled to the integrated continuous in-

tensity, simulating slitless observations. As discussed in section 2,2, this

case is probably close to reality for 1/u > 10 (h < - ?o00 km). The integration

is carried out over a range of profiles that are clorely spaced in height be-

cause the intensity changes rapidly where the atmosphere becomes optically

thin. This position is located at different heights for different wavelength
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distances from line center (Figure 15).

Figures 16 and 17 show profiles of X 4554 at the limb together with the

profiles calculated with the Holweger-Müller solution and with the better fit

of Figure 13. The computed profiles show no emission wings at all, not even for

homogeneous blurring. Figure 18 shows calculated profiles closer to and above

the limb, again for the fit of Figure 13. The profiles without blurring show

the pattern of Figure 14 at the limb itself, but adding the line emission out-

side the limb results only in the disappearance of self-absorption and even in

a slight emission core for h = - 200 km. The profiles are very much different,

even in their gross features, from the observed profiles from these regions

(Rutten, 1976, Figure 13). I conclude that the fits of Figure 13 and of Hol-

weger and Muller are not compatible with the eclipse observations:

'I'KC source funati'ons for whioh departures from LTK ewe restricted to the

iaijiri: 'jbovc the temperature minimum nay reproduce tne observed profiles from

the disk jcry veil, but canr.ot explain the emission wings observed just inside

the sc . ar lirni..

4.3. CALCULATIONS WITH VARIOUS FREQUENCY-INDEPENDENT SOURCE FUNCTIONS

The failure of the smooth source function employed in the previous

section, in which departures from LTE are restricted to the layers above the

temperature minimum, has led me to try a variety of source functions with

arbitrary height-dependence. In spite of the large number of adjustable para-

meters, the observed profiles from the limb could not be fitted simultaneously

with the center-to-limb profiles of the \ 4554 line and the lines of multiplet

2 for <i>*y source function. This difficulty points to a deficiency in the basic

assumptions, and in the following section the introduction of frequency-depend-

ence into the source function will be presented as a necessary remedy. This

section serves to illustrate the failure of the assumption of complete re-

distribution (CRD).

A large number of profiles were calculated for widely different sets of

the various parameters. Since they cannot be reproduced here, only the approach

and the general results will be discussed. All calculations started with the

definition of the run of the excitation temperature of the line with height by

specifying a (3 (h)-relation. The abundance and damping were varied to obtain

fits in the cores and wings of the disk profiles respectively. The flanks of
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the profiles were then fitted by changing the turbulence parameters. Since

micrnturbulence affects the width and r, acroturbulence affects the central

depth of the profiles, it was often necessary to readjust the abundance as well

as the damping after an appreciable variation of the turbulence model. Finally,

extreme limb profiles were calculated and integrated using various blurring

fuiutions for comparison with the eclipse observations.

'1 ho local gradients of the microturbulence with height and with angle are

sensitive fitting parameters (cf. Magnan and Pecker, 1974). Current analyses

that solve the statistical equilibrium equatioris and use the microturbulence

parameters for the final fitting employ as many as five different gradients

with height, as well as anisotropy. The macroturbulence may also be height-

dependent (i.e. different per line) and anisotropic. Thus the non-thermal

Doppler broadening contains a Large number of parameters - even though

'turbulence' is probably but a coarse representation of the averaged effects of

inhomogeneities, oscillations and real turbulence. Since the barium lines are

especially sensitive to these parameters, a large number of calculations was

requi red.

Various types of line source functions are represented by the correspond-

ing excitation temperature in Figure 19, Within the CRD formulation, the

emission wings near the limb must be caused by a rise of the source function

above the local Planck function at the height of their formation. I started

with line source functions of the type denoted by 1 in Figure 19. With this

type of source function emission wings may be formed near the limb when the

line opacity equals the continuum opacity at point B. For increasing distance

from line center, the total source function will then decrease from the line

source function at B towards the lower continuum source function near A,

following the decrease in the line absorption coefficient. For the disk

profiles, the total source function still shows a monotonie outward decrease

when the point where the line source function departs from the continuum source

function is chosen high enough, i.e. where the line opacity is still

appreciable in the wings of the disk profiles. Line source functions of this

type seem quite plausible and resemble line source functions derived for other

lines, both empirically and from model atom calculations (e.g. De Jager and

Neven, 1968; Pecker and Pottasch, 1969; Altrock and Canfield, 1974; Van Dessel,

1975). It also resembles the Holweger and Holweger-Müller models, in which the

temperature exceeds the electron temperature of the HSRA and VAL models in this

region, indicating that the LTE models indeed specify a mean excitation

temperature in the outer layers. I started with an excitation temperature for
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the A 4554 line equal to Holweger's temperature; the same strategy has been

adopted by Van Uessel (1974). As in his results for the transition heights of

weak ion lines (Van Dessel, 1975), a larger excitation temperature Chan the

Holweger temperature is needed at B because even for homogeneous blurring no

emission wings show up in the calculated profiles from the limb.

However, larger excitation temperatures near B create a problem that was

not encountered by Van Dessel, who did not include center-to-limb profiles from

the disk in his analysis. The deep cores of the X 4554 disk profiles towards

the limb require a low excitation temperature at C, leading to a source

function of type 2 (Figure 19). A*" C the line source function is fixed almost

independently of all other parameters, because the line cores are saturated.

Their depths are not very sensitive to the abundance and are, because of the

HFS broadening, not very sensitive to micro- and macroturbulence either. A

steep outward decrease of the line source function from the high level at point

B should therefore be incorporated. However, such a steep decrease yields inner

wings of the disk profiles that are far too narrow.

Finally, humps as in type 3 (Figure 19) give the best results. When high

enough and properly placed, they evidently produce line wings in emiscitjn

within the limb: when narrow enough, tht hump can be washed out by turbulence

so that it does not strongly influence the disk profiles. Satisfactory fits to

the observations of the X 4554 line over the disk and at the limb could be

obtained by adjusting the height dependence and anisotropy of the turbulence.

However, the raicroturbulent velocities needed are exceedingly high (* 5 km/s at

100 km), much higher than all other reported values. Moreover, it proved to be

difficult to reconcile such a hump with the lines of multiplet 2, which share

their upper levels with the resonance doublet and have inetastable lower levels.

The population of the raetastable levels vill be largely in LTE with the ground

level population since collisional excitation will be important. Their source

functions will therefore show at least part of the hump and the steep inward

rise towards it. Calculations showed that the line cores of these lines are

sensitive to this region: the resulting shallow cores are in conflict with the

deep observed line cores. No excitation temperature could be found, although

many were tried, that fits the multiplet 2 lines simultaneously with the

emission wings of \ 4554.

The effect of the assumption of LTE in the ionization equilibrium

(section 4.2) was checked. The limit of deep ionization to Ba III was simulated

by specifying a constant ionization temperature in the Saha equation that

replaces the electron temperature wherever it exceeds the latter. For high
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values (* 6ÜÜ0 K) the deeper onset of ionization to Ba III must be compensated

by a larger barium abundance. The net effect is a change in the shape of the

contribution function: the deep layers contribute more. Attempts to obtain a

better fit in this manner with source functions of type 2 (Figure 19) by

selectively forcing the formation of the wings to deeper layers and so

reducing the steep slope of the source function were rot successful. For lower

values of the ionization temperature there was no difference apart from the

slight increase in abundance. The reverse - and more likely - case (a low

effective ionization temperature in high layers) will be discussed in section

5.4.

The conclusion from this section:

No j'nyufrwy-i'iUi'i'cnUcv.t I hie source fw.atfoK (CUU) Jim explain simultaneous! y

the umisiii'.n vinns rf the \ 'u'-ü-l lint near the limb and the center-to-limb

ir'oj'iti'i; >>.'' this 1:KC -:n: of the "iulti.yl.ei L lines over the disk.
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5. CALCULATIONS BASED ON PARTIAL REDISTRIBUTION

5.1. FORMULATION

Since the work of Houtgast (1942) and Spitzer (1944), which led Co the

abandonment of purely coherent scattering in scellar spectroscopy, and the sub-

sequent analysis of Doppler redistribution by Thomas (1957), CRD has been

generally adopted, even for strong resonance lines throughout their profiles.

The frequency redistribution in the Ba II resonance lines should be com-

pared with the corresponding Ca II H and K lines. The Ca II lines have wings

that extend far outside the Doppler-redistributed cores, and that are formed so

high in the atmosphere that collisional damping is small compared to radiative

damping. Local deviations from CRD are much more probable for these lines than

for Ba II A 4554. However, the extensive CRD analysis summarized in the pre-

ceding sections shows that the emission wings of the A 4554 line at the limb

cannot be explained with a homogeneous, frequency-independent source function.

Subsequently, the work of Vardavas and Cram (1974) showed that for Ca II

K a partial redistribution (PRD) model that includes the effects of coherent

scattering in the line wingo yields a better agreement with the observations

than has been achieved by CRD calculations. These were stimulants to abandon

the CRD assumption for the X 4554 line.

A disadvantage is now encountered in the method of empirically specifying

NLTE departure coefficients. The expression for the source function (7) is

based on CRD; a similar simple expression can not be given for the case of PRD.

I illustrate this with Vardavas and Cram's model. The two-level line source

function is given by:

where B,(Te(h)) is the electron temperature Planck function at line center and

c (* C /4TT A ) gives approximately the probability of collisional de-excita-

tion per scattering event. The scattering integral J is equal to the wave-

length-dependent mean intensity

J = J,(h) (14)
cs A

when the scattering is completely coherent; it is wavelength-independent when

CRD holds:

JCRD
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where •:. is the normalized shape function for the line absorption coefficient.

Following Juf ferics and White (iy60), Vardavas and Cram replaced J by a

weighted sum of these two limiting forms:

]'x'h) = (1 - •«) I J,(h) ?, è>. * <v .1, (h) (16)

['he weighting lunet.on i in the i r model is given by:

" A " ! J -

where , , is the radiative damping constant, t the total (radiative +
rad tot

collisional) damping constant, and c, L' and ;• -jre fitting parameters. This

model reflects the oxpected behaviour of the redistribution function. It has a

redistributed Doppler core within 0 Doppler widths from line center (following

Thomas (1^57): ^ * 3). Outside the Doppler core, the Zanstra factor > ,/y

measures the height-dependent probability of coherent scattering when

collisional damping is present (Zanstra 194U.

This model contains severe simplifications. The redistribution function on

which it is based is only a schematic representation of the correct combination

of the redistribution integrals R and It given by Hummer (1962; cf. Kneer

1975). The assumption of a two-level atom neglects all indirect excitation and

de-excitation mechanisms. The ionization transitions from the upper 4P level

and transitions to the metastable 3D levels will be particularly important; a

proper model should take these in account. However, Vardavas and Cram showed

rhat this simple model is sufficient to demonstrate the importance of partially

coherent scattering in the formation of Ca II K . The frequency-dependence

of the source function plays an important role in the formation of the K. dips

outside the tU-p Doppler core. The K source function thermalizes below the

temperature minimum, independent of the K - K source function, and shows a

photoelectrically-dominated slow decline outwards. The redistributed K„_„

source function thermalizes above the temperature minimum and follows therefore

the chromospheric temperature rise to some extent. Because the K dips are no

longer due to the temperature minimum but to the low independent K source

function, the observed center-to-limb variation of the features can easily be

reproduced.

In the empirical approach used here, the inclusion of partially coherent
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scattering necessitates the introduction of a shape function for th mission

profile. This can not be specified without solving the statistical equilibrium

equations, since J, appears with its frequency-dependence in the source
A

function (eq. 13, and similarly when more source and sink terms are added).

Only a formulation specifying all detailed population mechanisms can correctly

describe PR]) because the relative probability of resonance scattering in the

restframe of the atom must be accurately known throughout the atmosphere as

well as throughout the line profile. In the absence of a correct model-atom

formulation, I decided not to define a PRD shape function but to maintain the

empirical approach by specifying a wavelength-dependent source function in the

fitting procedure. The following source function approximation was used:

SxOi) = (1 - n) So(h) + a S,(h) (18a)

where

a(A,h) = 1 - exp (18b)

S is the source function at line center; S, is the source function for the far
o *

line wings. The parameters o and p are fitting parameters that determine the

extent of Doppler redistribution similarly to the model of (17). The wave-

length- and height-dependence of J , the scattering probability, and the Zan-

stra factor are now incorporated in the shape of S 1(h). The two source

functions were each specified to the line synthesis program by formal B(h)-

relations for the lower and upper level, that in turn specify formal excitation

temperatures according to (8).

5.2. BEST-FIT MODEL

Profiles of the X 4554 line from the disk and from the «xtreme limb were

calculated for a variety of frequency-dependent source functions of the type

given by (18). The triai-and-error iteration procedure described in section 4.3

yielded a 'best-fit model'. For this fit the lower level departure coefficients

$n ' are equal to unity everywhere, so that the upper level departure

coefficients define the formal excitation temperature; the ionization equi-

librium is assumed to be in LTE and the formal representation by double

departure coefficients does not affect the line opacity. The coefficients used
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are shown in Figure 20. The corresponding excitation temperatures are shown in

Figure 21,

The cores ot the A 4554 profiles over the disk are very sensitive to the

line-center source function S near h = 400 km: reproduction of their depths

necessitates adjustment of the corresponding excitation temperature to within

50 K. Tho emission wings are most sensitive to the wing source function S near

the minimum in the electron temperature Te. Their strength determines the value

of S .at h * 100 km; the distance from the li ib at which they are first

observed sets the height at which S, starts to differ from So . This point was

round to be at a height of - 200 km, where indeed radiative damping starts to

be important in comparison with collisional damping (cf. Figure 5). At other

heights, the source functions Sn r S} ;,re less veil defined by the

observations. However, the general shapes are fair , well determined.

These empirically determined wavelength-dependent source functions show a

well understandable behaviour. Ir contrast with the Ca II K line, the thermali-

zation depths lie at or below the temperature minimum, due to the lower line

opacity, and the line source functions do not reflect the chromospharic

temperature rise (except possibly above 1000 km, to be discussed in section

5.4). The importance of coherent scattering in the line wings also causes the

photoeleetrically-dominated character of the S, source function.

The computed profiles for the best-fit model are shown in Figure 22 for

the disk and in Figure 23 tor the extreme limb. The values of the other para-

meters and the sensitivity ot the source function model to them will be

discussed below. The fit of the disk profiles is excellent; the profiles

computed for the extreme limb with homogeneous blurring do show emission

wings similar to the observations, although the cores are somewhat too wide. An

even better fit for the same source function model will be given below.

I conclude that a uaveiengtn—dependent source function of quits plausible

benaviouv i>> which effects of coherent scattering are included Jar: indeea

reproduce the crmtur—to-limt and sxtre.ne limb observations simultaneous Ly.

Tur'bu Lena*

During the analysis it turned out that the HFS-splitting of the A 4554

line greatly facilitates the separation of micro- and macroturbulence. For any

microturbulence the triple splitting pattern of Figure 6 is discernable in the

line core unless macroturbulent smearing is applied. The value of the macro-

turbulence needed to smooth it into the observed asymmetrical, boxy core at

disk center is sharply determined to I.I ± 0.1 km/s. Larger values make the
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Figure 24. - The micro turbulence of the best-fit model. The
vertical and horizontal components are indicated.
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Figure 25. - Center~to-limb variation in
computed profiles of the \ 4554 line,
based on the best-fit microturbulence
given in Figure 24 (dots) mid on the
reference microturbulence model of
Canfield and Beakers (dashed lines). All
other parameters are those of the best-fit
model (af. Figure 22).
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Figure SC. - The wave length-dependent line
source function of the X 4554 line for the
best-fit model but with a constant micro-
turbulence of 1.5 hn/s. The -parameter AX
gives the uavelengtk separation from line
center in Kngstrom. B denotes the
electron-temperature Planck function (VAL
atmosphere).

-*r-j -3Q0 O 200 400 WO HO
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figure 27. - The uavelength-dependent line
source function of the X 4SS4 line for the
vertical microturbulence of the best-fit
model (cf. Figure 24).
Lijiell-ing as for Figure 26.

0 200 400
HEIGHT (km)

Figure 28. - The wavelength-dependent line
Bourae function of the X 4SS4 line for the
horizontal microturbule^.oe of the best-fit
model (cf. Figure 24).
Labelling as for Figure 26.
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core too rounded. Towards the limb, the line core becomes less boxy and it

provides a less strong criterion; however, its shape is still dominated by the

macroturbulence. The fitting calculations yield 2.0 ± 0.2 km/s; thus, the

anisotropy in the macroturbulence cannot be doubted. These values apply to the

layers just above the temperature minimum.

The microturbulence of the best-fit model is shown in Figure 24. As in

other analyses, the freedom provided by the microturbulence has been used to

obtain final fits to the observations. Consequently errors in the source

function representation, the atmospheric model and the excitation parameters

enter in the resulting microturbulence model. It is not surprising that

published microturbulence models vary strongly (cf. the extensive review by

Canfield and Beckers, 1976). The nicroturbulence derived here serves chiefly as

a means to demonstrate that PRD calculations with a standard model atmosphere

and plausible microturbulence are able to reproduce the observations. However,

some features in Figure 24 are of more general interest.

Recent determinations of the microturbulence show an outward decrease in

deep layers, a minimum near the temperature minimum and a steep rise in higher

layers. Anisotropy (larger horizontal velocities) is usually found only in the

deep layers, where firm determinations are based on weak line data (cf. Can-

field and Beckers, 1976; Gurtovenko et al., 1976). This apparent convergence

may be artificial because authors may start their analysis using such a

published model and modify it in their fitting procedure by introducing more

complexity rather than changing its basic shape. For this reason, I started

with microturbulence values constant with height. However, the extensive

fitting procedure applied yielded the model of Figure 24 which confirms the

gross pattern summarized by Canfield and Beckers.

The line profiles over the disk are very sensitive to the microturbulence.

Slight changes in the gradients of the microturbulence model produce

appreciable differences in the profiles. As an illustration, Figure 25 compares

the best-fit model to predictions in which the microturbulence was replaced by

the standard model proposed by Canfield and Beckers. The sensitivity of the

X 4554 line to turbulence was expected from the large mass of the barium atom,

and it is enhanced by the frequency-dependence of the source function. The

microturbulence directly affects the source function (which is therefore also

anisotropic) because the Doppler width determines the extent of the re-

distribution in the observer's frame. Figures 26, 27 and 28 show examples of

source functions at various distances from line center. The variations are

large: the smooth source functions of Figure 26, for a constant microturbulence
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of 1.5 km/s, change into more complex curves for the best-fit model (Figures 27

.jnd 28). The coincident minima of microturbulence and electron temperature in

Liii s model give a very small DoppJer width (12 mA between - 50 and 300 km

vertically), whereas the outward rise of the microturbulence extends the

Doppler redistribution to a larger part of the profile. A given part of a line

profile is sensitive to different layers because the contribution functions to

the line depression are quite wide; a unique determination of the micro-

turbulence from a single profile is not possible. It is essential to include

profiles intermediate between disk center and limb to obtain more constraints,

l'he profile at u = 0.63 was found to be especially important.

Hit" source function depends also on the values of the redistribution para-

meters • and . . The best-fit model lias 0 = 3 and p = 4. The fitting procedure

showed that vaLues of 0 between 2.5 and 3.5 yield similar results for slightly

different nii c roturbulence. The steepness parameter P is less critical and may

range between j and 6. These values agree wel] with the results of Vardavas and

Cram. The results of the analysis are not sensitive to this choice of para-

meters, except the derived microturbulence - of which the detail1; should be

regarded as fitting peculiarities anyhow.

A significant feature of the microturbulence model is the anisotropy in

high Layers. The best results for the extreme limb data are obtained when the

horizontal microturbulence does not incorporate an outward rise above the

temperature minimum. Figure 29 shows computed profiles for which a constant

value of 1.5 km/s was used everywhere, so that the source functions of Figure

26 apply. The fit of the homogeneously blurred profiles with the eclipse

observations is excellent. For larger horizontal microturbulence the cores of

the eclipse profiles become too wide. However, a constant horizontal micro-

turbulence of about i.5 km/s above the temperature minimum is incompatible with

the wide core of the disk profiles at y = Ü.25 and p = 0.16. These profiles are

well represented by a steep outward rise of the horizontal microturbulence,

similarly as for the vertical microturbulence for which the profiles at y = 1

and M = 0.63 require a steep increase above the temperature minimum. The model

ot Figure 24 is a compromise which includes a partial rise in the horizontal

microturbulence. It produces a good fit on the disk while the emission wings are

not shifted too far apart. The existence of the hump in the horizontal micro-

turbulence is questionable and may point to an error in other parameters (per-

haps a too large So source function at ^ 200 km), but the anisotropy above

400 km is definite. This result is new and differs from previous conclusions

(cf. Canfield and Beckers, 1976). It is compatible with chromospheric line-width
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measurements that give total turbulence (micro and macro) at the temperature

minimum (Canfield, !971) and in higher layers (Hirayama, 1971). The steep rise

found by Hirayama sets in at a higher level than discussed here.

Abundance and aollisional damping

Because the depths of the cores of the X 4554 line over the disk are not

very sensitive to the abundance, the abundance must be determined from the

shapes of the cores and the extent of the wings. For small values

(A 5 1 x 1O~10) no satisfactory fit of the core is possible. The core is then

not saturated enough to fill out the boxy HFS-pactern.

The shape of the damping wings is determined by the product gfAY ; the

ambiguity between abundance and damping was exploited by Holweger and Muller.

In principle these two parameters can he disentangled by including center-to-

limb observations since collisional broadening is depth-dependent; in practice,

a wide margin of uncertainty remains. The best-fit model has A = 2.5 x 10 °

(log £ = 2.40) and the Deridder-Van Rensbergen damping constant. Figure 30

shows profiles that were calculated with the Holweger-Müller value

(A = 1.3 x 10~ 1 0). The Deridder-Van Rensbergen damping was increased by a

factor of 2 in order to fit the wings at disk center; they become too strong

towards the limb. I conclude that this abundance is too low, but that neither

parameter can be determined uniquely to within ** 30%. A further discussion of

this problem is given in section 6.2.

Profiles of X 4554 at the limb

The trial-and-error line synthesis computations at the limb were

restricted to the range \/\i = 10 - 22; the three profiles observed close to and

above the limb were not included (section 2.2). Therefore they furnish a some-

what independent test of the best-fit model.

Figure 31 shows predicted profiles, with and without outward integration

to simulate blurring by the bad seeing, for lunar limb locations between - 400

km and 200 km. The integrated profiles agree very well with the three observed

profiles (cf. Rutten, 1976, Figure 13), especially in view of the uncertainty

in these profiles discussed in section 2.2. The integrated profiles for

h = - 400 km, h = - 200 km and h = 200 km resemble the observed profiles from

spectrogram 26 (exposure from - 580 km to - 290 km), spectrogram 27 (- 225 km

to 60 km) and spectrogram 28 (130 km to 2500 km), respectively.

The striking difference between the observed profiles and the profiles

computed with the 'best' CRD source function (Figure 17), and the good agree-
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ment for the PRD source function together illustrate the necessity to invoke

partial redistribution in the interpretation of Ba II A 4554.

The abundance and the microturbulence were slightly adjusted to obtain

this good correspondence. The abundance was increased by 20% to A = 3 x 10~ 1 0

to produce the little dip in the core at 0 km and 200 km; this increase re-

presents a plausible correction to the assumed LTE ionization because the true

amount of singly ionized Ba will certainly exceed the LTE prediction above

500 km.

The microturbulence controls the separation of the two peaks of the

profiles for - 400 km and - 200 km. The profiles of Figure 31 were computed

with a constant horizontal microturbulence of !.5 km/s and reproduce the

observed separation. This value confirms the result given earlier that the

source function model of Figure 26 yields the best results at the limb, and

that the horizontal microturbulence remains small above 400 kra.

The computed as well as the observed profiles show asymmetry in the

heights of the emission peaks. The computed asymmetry is due to the hyperfine

structure; the observed asymmetry is reversed except for the profile from

spectrogram 28. This asymmetry will be discussed in section 6.4.

5.3. OTHER BA II LINES

The remaining observed Ba II lines (cf. Table I) can serve to test the

best-fit model derived in the previous sections, since all the observed lines

share the 6P levels. The lower levels of multiplet 2 are metastable and the

upper levels are shared with the resonance lines (cf. Figure 1), so that effects

of PRD may influence these lines also. An empirical determination of the

frequency-dependence of the source function by a fitting procedure is not

feasible for these lines. Without quantitative extreme limb data, as for the

A 4554 line, there is not enough independent information to derive an extra

height-dependent quantity. For this reason I have calculated these lines for the

extremes of CRD (So and Sj from 6 ° and 6 ° of Figure 20 only) or with PRD as

for the A 4554 line (S from g,,1 and p ' ) . The lower levels were assumed to be

in collisional equilibrium with the ground level (P„0>1(h) = 1). The parameters

remaining adjustable per line are only the damping fudge-factor and the macro-

turbulence (which may be height-dependent and therefore different per line). Of

these, the macroturbulence is the most sensitive parameter. Unbroadened profiles
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Figure 32. - Center-to-limb variation of
the \ 6142 line. Labelling as for Figure
10. The computed profiles are based on the
best-fit model (dots) and a CRD variation
(dashed linesi best-fit model but with
the departure coefficients &„ and 8 of
Figure ?.O for the whole profile). For* both

Figure 33. - Center>-to-limb variation of
the \ 649? line. Labelling as for Figure
10. The computed profiles are based on tne
best-fit mod I (dots) and on an adjusted

model (dashid lines; and 6 of Figure

20 only; Y6 - 1,7 x Deridder - Van Bens-
bergen; vVcr = vhor = 1 km/s).

Figure 34. - Center-tc-limb variation of
the \ 5854 line. Labelling as for Figure
10. The computed profiles are based on the
best-fit model (dots) and on an adjusted
model (dashed lines; g c and B ° of
Figure 20 only, yB = 3* Deridder - Vin
Renbergen, v ^ - ^ - 1.6 W J .
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with the observed equivalent width are too deep and narrow. In contrast to the

A 4554 line, the macroturbulence determines the central depth of these lines.

The damping fudge-factor can be determined rather independently from the wing

shapes. The abundance value found from the X 4554 line (A = 2.5 x 1O!o) was

found to be satisfactory for all lines, which confirms the empirical gf-valves

(Table I).

For the strongest line, .\ 6142, an excellent fit was obtained (Figure 32)

with the PRD departure coefficients and macroturbulence as for the X 4554

best-fit. Figura 32 shows also the CRD profile; the difference increases

towards the limb. This is a clear indication that PRD is important in the

formation of this line as well. The contribution of the Fe I blend to the blue

wing of the A 6142 line appears to be small (cf. section 3.4), Since its

presence widens the profile while PRD narrows the profile, its neglect does not

cause the better fit of the PRD calculation.

For the X 6497 and A 5854 lines the PRD and CRD computations give

identical results. These lines are too deeply formed and too narrow to show

PRD on the disk; for the X 6497 line the HFS broadening also masks effects of

PRD, Figures 33 and 34 show fits for adjusted values of the damping constant

and the macroturbulence. Any other combination gives less good fits. This is

demonstrated by the good fits obtained in the core and the far wings for u = 1

and u =0.16 (0.13) for these lines. The less good fits of the profiles for the

intermediate positions cannot be improved by a change in damping or macro-

turbulence and require a readjustment of the source function at or below the

temperature minimum: source function inequality seems indicated between these

lines and the X 4554 and X 6142 lines.

Qualitative information on the behaviour of the X 5854 line at the extreme

limb has been given by Livingston and White (1974) from a fine spectrogram from

the limb. The line shows emission wings on the disk similar to the X 4554

resonance line. In contrast to the eclipse observations, disk straylight is

important and the height determination is unreliable. However, contamination

with disk straylight results only in a lowering of the whole profile: it con-

tributes especially to the depth of the absorption cere and can only Peduae the

emission in the wings. Contamination with the chromospheric spectrum raises the

wings, but less than for the eclipse observations of the X 4554 line because

the seeing was excellent. This is shown by the resolution of fine structure

with Doppler shifts of * 1 km/s. (This value is in good agreement with the

best-fit model's turbulence.) The extent of the reversals inside the limb is

uncertain: Livingston and White estimate that the center of the slit was
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Figure 3b. - Center-to-limb variation of

the X 41Ü1 line. Labelling ai\ for Figure

10. The aomputed profiles (dots) are

based on an adjusted beat-fit model: 3 °

and B ° of Figure HO only, y - 6* Derid-

der - Van Kensberigent v
hor

= 2.2 km/s,

= A.I km/n.

10O Figure. 66, - Center*-to-limb variation of

the X 4131 line, Latialling as for Figure

JO, The computed profiles are based cm

the llolweger-Httller Hne-eenter fit:

ÜoUoeger-Müller atmosphere, LTE,

A - 1.3 x /(T1 0 , Y6 - 3x Van der Waals,

micvoturbulence of Garz et al. but with

O.b km/s as ultimate value,

iJ =1.6 km/s and two horizontaI

macro turbulence oalues: v OP =1.6 km/s
hnr> macro

(dots), vn - 4.2 km/s (dashed lines).
macro



between 75 and 300 km inside the. limb. 1 conclude that their observation gives

an interesting indication that even the weakest line of triplet 2 may show

effects of PRD near the limb.

Figure 35 shows computations foi the weak A 4131 line of multiplet 4

winch is connected to the resonance lines by its lower level. For this line the

formal specification of a frequency-dependent source function according to (18)

by departure coefficients is invalid because the lower level is not in LTE, so

Lhat its population must be known to evaluate the line opacity; it will be a

weighted combination of the formal populations defined by the 8 coefficients

of Figure 20. Clearly, this line is not at all formed in LTE according to the

best-fit model, whereas in classical analyses it would be expected to be formed

completely in LTE because it is so weak and formed well below the temperature

minimum. Figures 35 and 36 show LTE calculations that demonstrate the in-

validity of this assumption, for Figure 35 the S source function (in effect

the VAL model) was used; Figure 36 gives the results for the Holweger-Müller

solution. In both cases best fits were determined by adjusting the macro-

turbulence, which procedure is representative of increasing the total

turbulence because the effects of micro- and macroturbulence are not very

different for this weak line. Both figures show that the profiles at the inter-

mediate positions become foo shallow even when the profile at y = 0.16 is still

too deep: readjustment of the source function is indeed required, and to a

larger extent than the difference between the VAL model and the Holweger-Müller

model furnishes. Because this weak line is hardly sensitive to the collisional

damping constant it has extra weight in Holweger and Miiller's determination of

the barium abundance; the examples given here illustrate the valuable con-

straints given by the inclusion of extra profiles at intermediate disk

positions.

I cenciude that the other Ba II lines, while showing effects of NLTE and

perhaps PRD of their own, are compatible with the best-fit model for the X 4554

line.

5.4. CHROMOSPHERIC SPECTRA

Further information on the formation of the Ba II lines may be derived

from eclipse observations of the chromospheric spectrum. The best observations

available are the results of Dunn et al. (1968) from the 1962 HAO-SPO-NBS ex-
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pedition. They specify line strengths that are integrated over wavelength as

well as over the height of the yet uncovered chromosphere, for a range of

lunar limb positions above h = 100 km. These data can be compared with pre-

dicted absolute intensities that follow from the synthesis program by similar

integrations.

For all observed Ba II lines (A 4554, A Wh% A 6)42, A 6497, A 5854,

A 3891, A 4131) the chromospheric intensities are larger than the values

computed from the best-fit model. This is not surprising because the assumed

LTE ionization to Ba III yields probably an underestimate of the amount of

Ba II. The photo-ionization is not sensitive to the chromospheric rise of the

electron temperature and will be more or less constant in higher layers (cf.

section 4.2). However, the discrepancy remains even when the ionization equi-

librium is changed so that barium remains fully singly ionized at all height')

(by specifying an ionizat: temperature of 4000 K into the Saha equation

everywhere): the predicted integrated intensities are then still about 4 times

too low for the A 4554 line.

Subsequently test calculations were made for the A 4554 line with steep

outward increases of ^ ° ( h ) , located at various heights, maintaining the

'ionization temperature' of 4000 K. Such increases raise the observed in-

tensities particularly at greater heights where the line is optically thin and

therefore sensitive only to the product gf A 6 . A t lower heights where self-

absorption takes place an increase in B (h) may even give a decrease in the

integrated intensity. Th"; shape of the decline of the integrated intensities

observed by Dunn et al. indicates that the A 4554 line becomes optically thin

at = 600 km.

Steep rises of the departure coefficients below 1000 km give large differ-

ences not only in the chromospheric line strengths but also in the profiles

from the disk and the limb. The lower level departure coefficient has also to

be increased to avoid emission cores, which is unrealistic since there is no

extra barium available. Therefore it seems more likely that the high chromo-

spheric intensities are due to a rise of the upper level departure coefficients

above 1000 km. The profiles on the disk and near the limb are not influenced by

these layers. A steep rise of the departure coefficients above 1000 km is in

agreement with the study by Tandberg-Hanssen (1964) who compared chromospheric

line strengths to statistical equilibrium predictions. He found that the

relative populations of the 6S and 5D levels are indeed in LTE, and the 6P

population only when detailed radiative balance is assumed. Even then, the 6P

absolute departure coefficients rise steeply above 1000 km, depending on the
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density and the temperature.

I have not tried to fit the chromospheric observations exactly because the

one-dimensional atmospheric model above 1000 km is surely unreliable, since in-

homogeneities cannot be neglected there. Calculations showed that no changes in

the predicted profiles from the disk and extreme limb occur when the ionization

to Ba III is completely omitted, and that an extra rise of P (h) above 1000 km

will change the abundance value and the profiles at the limb proper (Figure 31)

only s1ightly.

S.'J. ATMOSPHERIC MODEL

The best-fit model given in section 5.J is for the VAL atmosphere. Other

realistic atmospheric models would have produced slightly different fits. For

the .̂  -'-J554 line, which is less sensitive to the electron temperature than to

its N'LTE excitation conditions, slightly different turbulence would result from

the fitting procedure. However, the uncertainty in the coarse source-function

representation is larger: improvement of the description given here is

necessary before conclusions on the atmospheric model can be reached. The

profiles of the \ 4131 line given in Figures 35 and 36 were calculated with two

very different models; both fits demonstrate the necessity of a more detailed

NLTE analysis for this weak line also.
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b. DISCUSSION

6.1. FORMATION OF THE ISA 11 LINES

The best-fit model presented in secLion 5 reproduces the observed X 4554

profiles satisfactorily, both over the disk and at the extreme limb: it is

compatible with the other Ba II lines. However, this model may be improved. The

representation of the wavelength-dependent source function (eq. 18) is crude

and the ionization processes as well as the frequency-dependent population

mechanisms via the metastable 5D levels have not r an properly included.

Correct inclusion of these will make the Ba II lines valuab1e diagnostics of

the atmosphere ,ind especially e f its non-thermal motions aro'ind the temperature

minimum.

This analysis siiows that NT.TE and PRD are essential in the interpretation

of the \ 4554 profiles. The introduction of wavelength-dependence into the

source function is required to reproduce the observed emission wings of X 4554

near the limb (Figures 29 and 31) and does not represent an arbitrary choice

from various possibilities, just to enlarge the number of fitting parameters.

The emission wings can only result from source function effects (section 4.2),

and no wavelength-independent source function could be found thac can re-

produce all observations simultaneously, for whatever combination of the other

parameters (section 4.3). The necessity of introducing PRD depends not at all

on the details of the atmospheric model, turbulence, damping and other para-

meters; however, its presence does affect the results for these quantities,

notably the microturbulence and the abundance. Figure 37 shows a comparison

between CRD and PRD calculations for \ 4554 over the disk. There is an

appreciable difference towards the limb.

Here comparison with the analysis of Holweger and Muller is of interest.

They derived a seemingly firm abundance value from the simplification of LTE

and the assumption of a standard model. By the introduction of far more ob-

servational constraints in the form of detailed center-to-limb behaviour and

extreme limb observations, my analysis leads to a markedly higher, but less

firmly determined abundance value, and to far more complexity in the descript-

ion of line formation. Even apart from the presence of PRD the necessity of

detailed analysis of the formation conditions per line is shown by the

necessary introduction of a chromospheric rise in the electron temperature, the

divergence in behaviour between the individual lines and the different damping

scale factors for similar lines. In solar spectroscopy this conclusion is not
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new, but here it has been demonstrated directly from the observations, and

starting with the l.TE approach. I conclude that the empirical method used has

indeed shown the necessity of calculations that solve the statistical equi-

librium equations. Such calculations have recently become possible for tho

Ba II atom with the formulation by Milkey, Shine and Mihalas (1975) for the

similar Ca 11 problem. These authors generalized the complete linearization

method to include PRD in the presence of metastable levels connec-red through

common upper levels with the ground level. Their application to (la II K

(Shine et al., 1975) confirmed and extended the two-level model results of

Vardavas and Cram (1974) discussed in section 5.1.

6.2. TURBULENCE, C01.USI0NAL DAMPING, BARIUM ABUNDANCE

The firm determination of the "laorot-urbulcnct. near the temperature minimum

obtained from the > 4554 line (section 5.2) shows a clear anisotropy

(v v e r = I.I i 0 I km/s. v h o r = 2.0 ± 0.2 km/s). The expected anisotropy
macro ' macro

would be reversed when only the primarily vertical five-minute oscillation

would contribute; presumably, other inhomogeneities contribute more at small

incidence of the line of sight. The values of the macroturbulence found from

the other Ba II lines are less firm and subject to the different source

function models found necessary for these lines.

The rnicpoturbuLence derived from the X 4554 line does incorporate larger

vertical velocities above the temperature minimum. The hump in the horizontal

velocity shown by Figure 24 may be due to a somewhat too large line-center

source function at the temperature minimum (cf. section 5.2); the excellent

fits of the eclipse observations near and at the limb obtained for a constant

value of 1.5 km/s (Figures 29 and 31) indicate this also. The anisotropy is

reversed to the anisotropy of the microturbulence observed in deeper layers;

the steep outward rise of the vertical microturbulence may reflect waves rather

than real turbulence.

I briefly discuss the damping values and the Ba abundance. Since the upper

levels of the lines contribute most to the collisional damping, equal fudge-

factors for the lines of multiplets 1 and 2 are to be expected. The factors

found vary from 1 to 3 and are slightly lower than the similar factors used by

Holweger and Muller (which range from 2.1 to 4.3) due to the larger Deridder-

Van Rensbergen damping and the higher abundance value used here. That the
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factors are not equal per line suggests that more than simply the magnitude of

the collisional damping is in error.

The comparison of Figures 35 and '36 shows that even the weak A 4131 line

does not define the abundance value precisely. The high value used here and the

low Holweger-Mul Ier value produce fits of similar poor quality. Both values to-

gether determine a range in which the meteoritic abundance value is nicely con-

tained (A = 2.1 •• !0~'°, foi the Jrgueil carbonaceous type I chondrite; cf.

Holweger and Muller).

Holweger and Hiiller's conclusion that the solar isotope ratios of barium

equal tl.e terrestrial values is confirmed, in the sense that the ratio

(Ba 135 + Ba 137) / (Ba 134 + Ba 136 + Ba 138) agrees. No further distinction

is possible because the odd isotopes contribute equally to the A 4554 splitting

pattern (Figure 6 ) .

6.3. PARTIAL REDISTRIBUTION IN OTHER LINES

The importance of PRD in the formation of the Ba II resonance Iine(s) re-

presents a more severe warning than in the Ca II case in two respects. Firstly,

the necessity of including PRD in the formation of such seemingly normal line

wings suggests a similar problem for other resonance lines. In section 5.3 in-

dications were found that even the weaker Ba II lines from metastable lower

levels show effects of PRD. Secondly, there is no simple alternative explanation

for the emission wings discussed here, while contributions by inhomogeneities

(Beebe, 1971) or waves and shocks (Shine and Oster, 1973; Heasly, 1975) may be

important for the K features of Ca II K. Pasachoff (1970) showed that time-

averaged profiles of Ca II H and K form poor representations of resolved fine

structure. The Ba II emission wings are formed deeper in the atmosphere and in-

homogeneities seem less important in their formation.

Which other lines are susceptible to PRD, and how might this be discovered

from observations? (Apart from direct polarization measurements which do not

yet exist, cf. Stenflo and Stenholm, 1976). PRD effects are probably more

important for ionized than for neutral metals in the photosphere. For the upper

levels of the resonance lines of a singly ionized metal resonance scattering is

often the dominant population mechanism, whereas for neutral atoms the ioniza-

tion and recombination processes intervene. Also, to be sensitive to PRD, the

line should have well-developed damping wings outside ** 3 Doppler widths from
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line center, that are formed at least partly in layers where radiative damping

exceeds collisional damping.

A large number of lines fit these criteria and may therefore be suspect of

elfects of partially coherent scattering on their source function. For instance,

the many metastable lower levels in Fe II-type spectra are in collisional equi-

librium with the ground level, and resonance scattering will be important in

transitions that arise from them. It is of interest to predict the effects of

PRD for such lines. In the strong lines from the low-lying metastable levels

resonance scattering may dominate; partial coherence will then result in an un-

coupling of the line-center and wing source functions. When an appreciable

number of wing photons is not redistributed over the whole profile, the

thermalization depth of the wing source function will be deeper; together with

the larger mean intensity in the wings of the profile this results in wave-

length-dependent source functions of the type shown by Figure 26.

In weaker lines, for instance lines that arise from the higher metastable

levels, uncoupling of the source functions for the core and the wings of the

line will be prevented by the collisional damping; however, such lines may show

NLTE effects due to overpopulation of their upper level when that level is

shared with a PRD-sensitive stronger line. Their wavelength-independent source

function is in that case expected to be intermediate between the source

functions of the core and the wings of the strong line.

With this picture in mind I briefly discuss some observational indications

for PRD from lines other than Ba II lines.

On the disk, neglect of PRD results for source functions such as in

Figure 26 in an underestimation of the microturbulence towards the limb. This

may explain a result of a recent study by Evans and Testerman (I975). They

analysed 22 selected Fe lines with a variety of atmospheric and microturbulence

models to test the merits of the classical LTE method. The one line in their

material that may show PRD according to the criteria, although it is rather

weak, is Fe II A SI97.6 {W,(center) = 87 mil}. They found that this is the only

line for which the best-fitting turbulence decreases towards the limb. They

could not explain this reversed trend; I conclude that it may well be due to

PRD.

Near the limb, the observable effects of PRD increase because the

formation of the wings moves to higher layers where collisional damping is less

important, and where the coinciding minima of the electron temperature and the

microturbulence reduce the extent of the Doppler-redistribution in the cores.

Strong lines with wavelength-dependent source functions such as shown in
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Figure 2 1 will show emission wings inside the limb similar to the case of

Ba 11 A 4554; weaker lines with wavelength-independent source functions which

are raised due to PRD in a connected transition will show a transition into

emission inside the limb without central 'self-absorption'.

These expectations seem to be confirmed by the behaviour of ion lines in

eclipse spectra. They agree with the general classification given by Van de

Hulst (1953, p. 218) and with the analysis of the transition heights of six

(unresolved) ion lines of Ti II, Fe II and Cr II given by Van Dessel (1975).

The departure coefficients that he derived for these lines indeed have the

expected behaviour.

The Mexico eclipse spectrograms from which the X 4554 profiles were
o

derived show within their short wavelength range (4545 - 4579 A) some other

lines of interest to this question (cf. Houtgast et al., 1971). Three lines

fit the PRD criteria, and these are the only lines that exhibit emission wings

deep inside the limb similar to A 4554 {viz. Ti II A 4549.9 (* 100 mA) , Ti II

A 4563.8 (120 mA) and Ti II A 4572.0 (126 mA, cf. Figure 3 in Rutten, 1976)}.

Weaker ion lines that arise from metastable lower levels have transitions into

emission far from the limb (for instance Fe II A 4555.9: see Figure 2 in Rutten,

1976). All atomic lines turn into emission close to the limb, especially the
o o

well-known 'LTE' line of Mg I at 4571.1 A (104 mA, cf. Figure 3 in Rutten,

1976).

Visual inspection of slitless spectrograms of the extreme limb taken at

the 1973 eclipse by Houtgast and Namba (1975) confirmed that all lines fitting

the PRD criteria show emission wings inside the limb (various Ti II lines, and

Sc II A 4246.84).

This qualitative compilation suggests effects of PRD in the formation of

various lines from singly ionized metals with metastable lower levels. A more

detailed analysis should determine the extent of the effects of PRD in the

interpretation of such lines and of connected transitions. A large number of

lines which are frequently used in the analysis of spectra from the solar disk

and from other stars may well be affected.

6.4. THE BLUE DIP AND EXPANSION OF THE ATMOSPHERE

The PRD source function is not only sensitive to stochastic motions

through Doppler redistribution, but also to systematic velocities, e.g. those
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in ,) differentially moving at.i. ?re. As pointed out by Vardavas and Cram

U974) for the Ca 11 lines, the Doppler-shifted absorption profile in a high

layer of an expanding atmosphere can trap the scattering wing photons, so that

they will not escape freely and their thermalization depth will rise. Vardavas

and Cram suggest that this effect contributes to the asymmetry and different

behaviour of the two K,., peaks. I suggest that blocking by Doppler shift may

also cause the depression in the blue wing of the A 4554 disk profiles (section
o

J.2), which is located at - 0.10 A from the line center where the profile is

indeed most sensitive to PRD.

1 mention as circumstantial evidence to support this suggestion that the

two saturated lines in the spectrum of 1 CrB that exhibit similar depressions

(cf. section 3.4) fit the PRD criteria (Fe II X 4923.9 and Fe II A 5018, both

of multiplet 42). Their dips are located at the blue shoulders just as the
o

A 4554 dip; their larger distance from line center (0.15 A) is compatible with

the 1.6 * larger Fe thermal Doppler width. The third line analysed by Smith and

Parsons (Si II A 6347) does not have a sharp lower level (4s2S) but the blue

shoulder of this line is masked by a blend (Mg II A 6346.7) and consequently

its depression is probably trivial.

In this respect the reversed asymmetry observed in the emission peaks of

the A 4554 line at the limb is also of interest (spectrograms 26 and 27 of the

eclipse data, cf. section 2.2 and section 5.2). The observed blue peak is

larger, similarly as for the Ca II K_ peaks and the Mg II H and K emission

peaks. This cannot be explained by a different Ba isotope ratio for the reasons

given in section 3.4, but it may well be due to expanding motions. Although

perpendicular to the line of sight at the limb and therefore not directly

evident in Doppler shifts, differential expansion may cause a larger blue peak

when coherent scattering is important. The trapping of escaping wing photons,

followed by re-emission towards the observer, may then raise the emission wing.

The profile from the last eclipse spectrogram (nr. 28) shows a higher red peak,

which is in agreement with the predicted profile (Figure 30), and with this

interpretation because the peaks of this profile fall within the Doppler-

redistributed core, and are therefore expected to reflect the asymmetry due to

hyperfine structure only.

I conclude that higher blue peaks in doubly reversed cores of very strong

PRD-sensitive lines and blue dips in the wings of weaker PRD-sensitive lines

may be related phenomena.
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CONCLUSIONS

- Frequency-dependence in tlie source function of Ba II A 4554 is required to

explain the emission wings observed near the limb. This line presents the

most, distinct example of a photospheric line for which complete redistribu-

tion does not hold, and for which diagnostics based on this assumption are

quest ionable.

Indii-.it ions have beun given that partially coherent scattering is probably

important, in many lines of metal ions arising from metastable lower levels.

- Ihe empirical analysis reported here demonstrates directly from the observa-

tions that the simplification of LTK leads Co apparent self-consistency when

o:ily a subset of observable data is used. The interpretation of the detailed

v enter-to-1 inib behaviour of the Ba II lines has indicated a NI.TE, PRD

torniation of '• 4^54 even in deep layers, a source function inequality for the

triplet J lines and departures from LTE in the weal: A 4131 line. A direct

solist ion of the statistical equilibrium equations by model-atom calculations

is indispensable for refining the description of the formation of these

I i n e s .

- Ihe solar abundance of barium and its isotope ratios agree within the

precision now reached with the meteoric and terrestrial values

(log t u n = 2.40 i 0.14). The laboratory determinations of the Ba II
D.I

gf-valuet, that have been used are in excellent agreement with the solar lines

(therefore enhanced Ba II lines in stars cannot be explained by erroneous

oscillator strengths).

- The Ba 11 lines are good indicators of non-thermal broadening. The hyper-

fine structure in the A 4354 core facilitates a reliable determination of the

macroturbulence just above the temperature minimum. At that height, thr

microturbulence shows anisotropy with a smaller horizontal component, con-

trary to the anisotropy in deeper layers. A depression in the blue wing is

probably due to a systematic velocity to which the partially redistributed

source function is sensitive.

The Deridder-Van Rensbergen collisional damping values are insufficient to

explain the observed damping, although they form an improvement over

classical Van der Waals theory.
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